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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon. March 3, 1979
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Gasoline May Rise 14 Cents Per Gallon By End Of 1980

Get Ready To Dig Deeper
regulation could benefit some
Americans by defusing price increases
for other petroleum products, such as
home heating oil.
Officials had sought to decontrol oil
prices altogether last year, but inflation
and the shortages caused by the Iranian
cutoff have discouraged this.

By RANDOLPH E.SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Get ready to
dig deeper into your wallet. Gasoline
prices are going up, perhaps as much
as 14 cents a gallon by the end of next
year.
New regulations that could boost
prices a nickle a gallon were revealed
Friday by the Department of Energy.
And this is in addition to the 9-cent hike
anticipated from rising world oil prices
and other factors over the next two
years.
Oil companies were unwilling to
comment Friday on when prices might
begin to change because of the new
rule, bur some increases could come
immediately.
While gasoline prices will be heading
upwards, the complex new "tilt"

A 1978 analysis estimated that if price
controls were continued, prices would
rise 9 cents in two years. The tilt rule
would add 3.4 cents to the nine cents
while complete decontrol would add 3.8
cents.
Doug Robinson, author of the Energy
Department analysis, said the 3.4 cent
estimate was probably on the conservative side because of developments
in Iran, but added that the department
believes the maximum increase oil
companies could impose on consumers

under the tilt rule would be 5.1 cents
over the next two years.
Including 9 cents added by increases
from the Organization of PetzelatMs
Exporting Countries and other factors,
this could raise average gasoline pricesrl
to 82 cents per gallon for regular and to
nearly 89 cents for premium, based on
recent
Automobile
American
Association price reports.
The new rule is called a "tilt"
regulation because it allows the
refiners to tilt the impact of price increases. This will result in gasoline
prices going up more than other
petroleum products to compensate for
the extra costs of producing unleaded
gasoline.
Before the rule took effect, oil
companies had to allocate their
production cost among all their

products,-even if much of the expense
was related to a single item, such as
unleaded gasoline.
Now, however, the extra costs of
making unleaded gasoline will be added
only to gasoline prices, not those of
other products.
Oil companies have complained of
the high costs of producing unleaded
gas, required in moat new cars as an
antipollution measure.
Price controls on gasoline and other
products had prevented increases to
cover the cost of converting refineries
to unleaded production, the refiners
complained.
"The tilt should provide the industry
with the incentive that will encourage it
to implement plans now on the drawing
board for expanding gas manufacturing capability, especially for
unleaded," said Gulf Oil Co.

Lang Son, Other Cities Captured

Cease Fire By China Reported
By DENLS D.GRAY
„Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — China
s was reported today to have decided on a
cease-fire in its two-week old border
war with Vietnam after capturing Lang
Son and other Vietnamese frontier
cities. Tens of thousands of casualties
were claimed on both sides.
Japan's Kyodo news service said the
cease-fire decision was reported by a
Chinese government official in Peking
who was Snot identified.
The report said the official did not say
when the cease-fire was to take place or
when the Chinese were to pull back
their troops to the Chinese side of the
Off-mile-long border.
Kyodo quoted the official as saying
the decision was made by the Central
Military Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party.
The Kyodo dispatch could not be
Immediately confirmed, and a State
Department spokesman in Washington

said,"I don't know whether it is true or
not."
The report came after Bangkok intelligence sources confirmed that Lang
Son, 80 miles north of Hanoi and 10
miles south of the Chinese border, was
occupied by the Chinese on Friday after
the Vietnamese evacuated and took up
artillery positions in surrounding hills.
In addition to Lang Son, the sources
said the Chinese had taken Ha Giang,
capital of Ha Tuyen province,as well as
the towns of Dong Ding in Lang Son
province and Lao Cai in northwestern
Hoang Lien Son province.
The analysts said they believed that
the north-central provincial capital of
Cao Bang may also have been seized or
encircled by the Chinese along with
Mong Cal in the coastal province of
Quang Ninh.
"The Vietnamese days ago, even as
much as a week ago, abandoned Lang
Son," a Pentagon source in Washington
said early today when asked about

Japanese reports the town had fallen to
the Chinese.
"The Vietnamese abandoned Lang
Son and surrounded the town and are
using artillery on the Chinese. It seems
to me the Vietnamese just gave up the
town and were content to stay in the
hills surrounding Lang Son."
But the source, who asked not to be
identified, said, "Since the Vietnamese
are in the hills surrounding the town
and using artillery on the Chinese, they
may still have the strategic advantage."
Lang Sonehas guarded the invasion
routes frail China for centuries, and
Vietnam claimed earlier that its troops
killed almost 2,500 Chinese soldiers in
fighting around the city.
The Vietnamese also claimed 27,000
Chinese casualties overall in the first 12
days of fighting, and the Chinese were
said to have put Vietnamese casualties
at at least 16,000 several days ago.
The claims were impossible to verify.

Some analysts in Bangkok also noted
a drop-off in the scale of fighting over
the past few days, possibly indicating a
prelude to Chinese withdrawaL
Cuba's ambassador to Mexico,
Fernando Lopez Muirio, was quoted
Friday as saying his country would help
Vietnam in the border war and i$
"willing to send even military aid and
soldiers to fight alongside our Vietnamese brothers."
"If necessary Cuba will send an
armed contingent to fight alongside the
Vietnamese armies," the ambassador
said in an interview published by the
Mexican newspaper El Sol.
In Moscow, Soviet President Leonid
I. Brezhnev warned China to halt its
"brazen bandit attack" immediately
and pull out its troops "to the last
soldier," but stopped short of
threatening any Soviet retaliation. The
Soviets also warned China against
expanding its Vietnam offensive into
/Neighboring Laos.
The Chinese already have considerable influence in northern Laos
where for years they have been
building roads and working on other
projects.

Ever Try To
Find A Cannon?

SHOW BOATS — The three canoes(above)and the partial runabout(below) are only a part of the boat show at
the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center sponsored by the Happy Holiday Travel, Inc. The show will
continue today until 10 p.m. and tomorrow from 1 to 6 p.m. Live entertainment will be featured and there is no admission charge.

Staff Photos by Matt Sanders

The futile attempts to locate cannons
and muskets that could be used during
the Murray State University band's
performance of Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture has let to various experiments
in the field of electronics.
Prof. Larrie Clark has recorded
simulated cannon and musket shots,
church bells and shouts of joy — all
called for in the famous dramatization
of the Battle of Borodino. The battle
Minds, the joyous sonority of "La
Marseillaise" and "God Save The
Czar" — combine to give the listener a
vivid description of Napoleon's retreat
In the winter of 1812.
The large Lovett Auditorium
speakers will be called on during the
jubilant climax and finale sections as
the battle sounds are heard over the
thunderous Russian Anthem which
proclaims a Russian victory. The
combined effect produced is perhaps
the most magnificent sonority in all
symphonic literature, according to a
spokesman.
The winter concert by the Symphonic
Band will be presented Tuesday, March
6, at 8.15 p.m.

Youngsters Invited
To Special Concerts
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Mina Todd (standing) and Calloway County teammates Dawn Redden
(left) and Penny Overbey had some harrowing moments last night, but the
takers held on to defeat Murray High 60-52 and gain a berth in tonight's
Fourth District Tournament game. For complete results, see todays Sports
Section, pages 5-6.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

DeMarcus Blasts Carroll
And Resigns From Panel
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Republican state legislator feels the
Democratic administration of Gov.
Julian Carroll doesn't want the
Legislature to know too much about the
operation of state agencies.
Rep. Harold DeMarcus, R-Stanford,
charged Friday that a member of the
Democratic leadership loyal to Carroll
has blocked attempts by a legislative
subcommittee to develop a computer
information system for the General
Assembly.
DeMarcus made his charges after
resigning from the three-member
subcommittee of the Legislative
Research Commission Just before the
LRC meeting.
"We haven't accomplished one
nickel's worth of good," DeMarcus said
of the subcommittee on statewide information retrieval that began work in
July, 1977.
DeMarcus contended that Rep.
William Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue, the
House majority caucus chairman -who
serves as head of the subcommittee,
had blocked any effective action by the
group.
DeMarcus said he didn't have any
proof, but he felt Donnermeyer was
acting on behalf of the Carroll administration.
However, Donnermeyer disagreed
with DeMarcus's charges and said he
was disappointed in the veteran
lawmaker's action.
"This is of such magnitude and is so
costly that to jump into it without
looking at it completely would be
wrong," Donnermeyer said of the
proposed computer record system.
Donnermeyer said he felt the sub-
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Young people in the Murray City
Schools and at North, East, and Southwest Calloway County Elementary
Schools have been invited to attend two
special concerts to be given by the
Murray State University Symphonic
Band on Wednesday, March 7, at 8:30
and 9:30 a.m. at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Prof. Paul Shahan said a program of
special interest to the young audience
has been prepared.
The band concert is the final one this
Windy with rain continuing as
season in the annual series sponsored
showers and thundershowers
by the Music Department of the Murray
throughout the day. Possibility of
Woman's Club in conjunction with the
rain dropping to 60 percerit
Music Department at Murray State
tonight. Cloudy and slightly
University.
coOler Sunday High today near
The committee for Youth Concerts
60, low tonight in the low to mid
from the Woman's Club is composed of
‘
14....
0s. High Sunday about 62.
Mrs. John Winter, chairman, Mrs. Don
Bennett, and Mrs Hugh Noffsinger.

windy with rain

committee had made progress despite
interuptions by the recent special
session of the General Assembly and
the 1978 regular session.
He said that he looked at a computer
system of the state auditor's office for
retreiving
information
Friday
following DeMarcus' resignation and
was impressed with its capabilities.
"I am disappointed he walked out
without even going over there," Donnermeyer said.
But DeMarcus said to look at the
auditor's operation was "absolutely
silly."
He said representatives of the auditor
had told the subcommittee earlier that
they had to request computer tapes
from the state Finance Department.
"We want access to the computer,"
DeMarcus said. "We want anything in
the computer when we want it."
DeMarcus said he wants the
Legislature to be able to pull any information it wants on the operation of
state government from the state's
central computer system, especially
financial information relative to the
budget.
He said state law authorizes the
Legislature to have any information in
the system, whether it is classified or
not.
"If we are going to be an equal
branch of government, something like
this has to come to pass," DeMarcus
said.
Donnermeyer said DeMarcus had
never said what he had done to stop
anything.
"I thought everything had always
been agreeable," Donnermeyer said.

Management Lecture
Tickets Available
Tickets for the Distinguished Lecture
in Management sponsored by the
Department of Management at Murray
State University and the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council may be obtained at the Murrray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce office, Bank of
Murray and Peoples Bank.
Featured speaker for the event,
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Tuesday.
March 20, in the MSU student centrr, is
William R. Tincher, chairman and
president of Purex Industries, Inc.
The tickets are $7 per person. Reservations should be made no later than
March 9.
Dr. Rex F Galloway,chairman of the
Department of Management and vicepresident of the Four Rivers
Manufacturers Council, is coordinating
the lecture program.
Among Four Rivers Concil members
in the area are: E. J. Haverstock, plant
manager, The Tappan Company; Paul
Kiesow, plant manager, Fisher Price;
and Ed Shinners, plant manager,
Vanderbilt Chemical Co.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Events Listed For Community Calendar
ej
r

Misilay,March 5
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
111111Meas meeting and election
of officers in the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Alfred Lindsey as
Square and round dancing cohostess
will be held at the Woodmen of
Afternoon
group
of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Saturday. March 3
Third night of the MurrayCalloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinnertheatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 7 p.m.

Monday,March $
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. This is open
to all persons with any
emotional
or
nervous
problems or needs.

Tuesday, March 6 '
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will hold their week of
prayer program at the home
of Elects Fulkerson at 1:30
p.m.

Baptist Young Women at
English actor Paul Meier Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at 7 p.m.
Women will have its week of will present his one-man
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 prayer for home missions dramatic monologue on the for the week of prayer for
gospel of Mark at 8:30 a.m. home missions program.
Free and Accepted Masons program at the
parsonage at
and 2 p.m. at the Calloway
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge 1:30p.m.
County High School.
hall.
Public debate on "Human
Auditions for Murray State
Rights" by Murray State
Murray Al-Anon will meet University summer theatre
Tuesday, March 6
University with University of
at 8 p.m. at the Carman production of "Twilight
Annual salad luncheon,
Arkansas at Little Rock will
Pavillion, College Farm Road. Cabaret" at Kentucky Dam sponsored by St. Leo's
be in Room 431, Fine Arts
This is a support group for Village State Resort Park will Catholic Church Women's
Building, Murray State, at
families and friends of be at 6 p.m. in Room 347, Price Guild will be held at noon at
3:30 p.m. The public is invited
Alcoholics and for information Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. Gleason Hall. Reservations at
and there is no admission
call 437-4229.
$1.50 each should be made
_
charge.
Saturday, March 3
Executive Board of the with Sallie Gay, Amanda Bile,
or
Gertzen.
Mary
Boat Show, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club will
Ellis Center will be open
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
meet at the club house at 11:30
New Providence Riding from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
will continue at the West
a.m.
Club will mrt at Seven Seas activities by the Murray
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center from 10
Coldwater United Methodist Restaurant gat 6:30 p.m. All Senior Citizens with devotion
a.m. to 10 p.m.
Church Women are scheduled members and interested at 10:05 a.m., handwork and
visiting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
persons are invited.
to meet at 7 p.m.
noon, and blood pressure
Ruling star Lodge No. 51
Ruth Warren Group of check at 1 p.m.
Free and Accepted Masons
Groups of First Baptist Sinking
Spring Baptist Church
will meet at6 p.m. at the lodge
Church Women will meet as Women
will meet at the home
hall on Walnut Street.
follows: Lottie Moon with
Murray Assembly No. 19
of Linda Roach.
Mrs. T. C. Collie at 7 p.m. and
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Sunday, March 4
Film, "Christians Behind Kathleen Jones with Miss
Delta Department, Murray will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Bars," will be shown at 6 p.m. Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
Woman's Club, will meet at hall.
at the Murray Church of the
the club house at 7:20 p.m. for
GAs of First Baptist Church transportation
Dexter Senior Citizens are
'
Nazarene, Doran Road and
to the Clara
will
meet as follows: Grades 1
Plainview Drive. This is free
Eagle Gallery, Murray State, scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
to 4 at 2:45 p.m. and Grades 5 for
and open to the public.
the tour and coffee hour. the Dexter Center.
and 6 at 3:15 p.m,
This is an open meeting.
Boat Show, sponsored by
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Parents Anonymous will
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
Pounds
Sensibly) Club is
Kappa Department, Murray
will continue today from Ito 6 meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
scheduled to meet at the
Woman's
Clubs
will
meet
at
p.m. at the West Kentucky Immanuel Lutheran Church,
7:30 p.m. at the club house for Health Center at
Livestock and Exposition 15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or program on "Family CounCenter, College Farm Road.
selling."
Week of Prayer for Home
753-9261.
Missions program will be at
Monday,March 5
Singles Unlimited will meet
Tuesday, March 6
chapel of the First Baptist
Murray-Calloway
Senior at the social hall of the First
Gropp II, First Christian Church at 9:30 a.m.
Citizens Greenhouse at 1620 United Methodist
Church at Church CWF, will meet at 2
West Main, will be open from 7:30
p.m. with Carolyn p.m. in the church library with
10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Reagan to continue her Mesdames Nelle Robbins,
First
Regional
Girls' lessons on yoga. This is open Hazel Wainscott, and Lochie
Basketball Tournament will to all single adults, regardless Hart as hostesses. Rev. Dr.
open at the Murray State of reason, over 18 years of age. David Roos will give the
program and Mrs. Estelle
. University Fieldhouse.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free McDougal,the devotion.
Elm Grove Baptist Church and Accepted Masons will
Women will meet at the home meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
First United Methodist
of Eunice Shekell at 1:30 p.m. hall, Highway 121 North at
Church
Women are scheduled
for the week of prayer for Johnny Robertson Road.
.- to meet at 10 a.m. at Hale
home missions program.
Chapel with coffee at 9:30 a.m.
and executive board at 9 a.m.

FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 4, peacemaking qualities
to
1971
insure an atmosphere of
What kind of dav will harmony. Be loving
tomorrow be? To find out what SCORPIO
the stars say, read the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rn.YliC
forecast evert for your birth
Ambivalent feelings about a
Sign.
romantic prospect could lead
to an argument.. Keeping busy
ARIES
at home may be your best bet
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)4r/4
now.
Something said behind your
SAGITTARIUS
back may anger you, but
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
erfjA
overall this is a good day for
A friend could overstay his
getting your ideas across to
welcome. Tension on the home
others. Be sweet.
front can be alleviated with a
TAURUS
change of scenery. Get out and
Apr. 20 to May 20) 1:1
socialize.
A close tie may be mad at
CAPRICORN
the world but not at you. Be (Dec.
22 to Jan. 19)
tactful. A good day for
Not a time to speak out
socializing with friends and
about controversial subjects.
loved ones.
Accent the positive and keep
GEMINI
the conversation light and
May 21 to June 20)
pleasant.
Maintain friendly contacts AQUARIUS
with those at a distance. A ( Jan. 20 to
Feb. 18)
social occasion may be
You're in a pleasant frame
marred by someone's power of mind. Don't
let others load
play tactics.
you into an argument about
CANCER
money or expenses. Local
( June 21 to July
visits are favored
The behavior of someone at PISCES
411111•••
a distance has you disturbed. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
Don't let inner resentments
If someone at home is in a
accumulate. Stay around bad mood,
find your own little
cheerful people.
cozy nook and catch up on
LEO
reading, studying or creative
July 23 to Aug. 22)112t,
activity.
Watch out for someone's
verbal one-up-man-ship.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Otherwise, a social occasion both practical
and idealistic
could have some unpleasant and need to
learn to keep a
repercussions.
balance between these two
VIRGO
aspects of your nature. Music,
( Aug. 71 to Sept 22) nP%. art, playwriting,
sculpture,
Mixing
business
with teaching and interior design
pleasure has its advantages are some of the fields
to which
today, providing you sidestep you're drawn. Learn
to
questionable financial specialize in the field
in which
maneuverings.
you wish to excel and don't let
LIBRA
your analytical nature make
.n.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
you too self-critical. If in
A close tie may be feeling business, make sure
you have
out of sorts. Use your Libran an outlet for your idealism. A
good education would do much
to alleviate your tendency to
undervalue yourself. Birthdate of: Alan Sillitoe,
author; Miriam Makeba,
singer; and Chastity Bono.

22)600
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HEALTH --

When Wife-Shopping
Try the No-Frills!

Healing of diverticulosis
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Some months ago I read
your column about diverticulosis ( pockets of the
colon). I have read other
articles about the use of
fiber so I got some bran. My
doctor didn't give me ,any
encouragement to use it as I
had been on a bland diet for
years. I was afraid to try it
but then I read The Health
Letter on diverticulosis and
decided I would give it a try.
I do think it's important to
point out that you get gas
from eating cereals that contain lots of bran for the first
three weeks and this is why
some people don't continue
It.

ta,siERRy
REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•Refintshing 8 Repairs

...Custom Built Furniture'
*Antique Brass Hardwar•
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets

1 492-8837 1
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In a short time I noticed
some improvement. I didn't
expect miracles because I'd
had the problem for 20
years. Now I have only
slight discomfort and hardly
any gas, and I'm eating
solids every day, corn on the
cob, peas and also strawberries.
Would you please explain
to me the actual healing
process and do the pockets
actually disappear? I am
still hesitant to eat seeds,
nuts and tomatoes. Could
you tell me about when it
would be safe to eat these, if
at all? Before when I ate
these, I'd suffer for about a
month with an attack.
DEAR READER — It
sounds to me like you're
getting along pretty well, so
why take the chance? I'm
sorry to say there are no
really good studies to show
what happens to the pockets
of the colon, or diverticula,
on a long term basis after a
person started using bran or
significantly increased bulk
in his diet.
A lot of the symptoms of
diverticidosis are related to
underlying spastic colon.
Some people think that's
why the little pockets, or
ruptures, develop in the first
place. The symptoms are
often improved when bulk is
added to the diet.
You're absolutely right
about having increased
symptoms of gas for the first

"A Rao of
rosy Impost%
mid Oafeiliovoc•
Mote
tho. Dowk

three weeks. This is why I
sometimes suggest io people
that they sneak up on the
problem by adding a little
bran at a time.
The pockets are really little ruptures, and I suspect
that they will not really
disappear. But many people
have diverticulosis and don't
have any symptoms. If your
dietary regime causes improved bowel function so you
don't have any symptoms,
that in itself is considerable
improvement.
Since the pockets persist, I
think it might be a good idea
to continue to avoid seeds
and such material. With
your improved bowel function, they might not cause
trouble, but I'm not sure
anyone could guarantee they
wouldn't.
I'm glad you got some
value from The Health Letter. Other readers who want
the issue, number 5-6, Diverticulosis, can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Some readers may be
confused about the different
terms used. A diverticulurn
is one pocket. Two or more
pockets are diverticula. The
disease itself is diverticulosis. If one of those little
diverticulum gets inflamed,
it is diverticulitis.

A Weekend
OfSheer
Entertainment

Positively Ends Thurs.!
Sig Basks
7:11-0171-11735Sur,
-- •

Touno-N Y News Sync) inc

DEAR ABBY: About the letter from ONLY KIDDING,
who compared women to automobiles, and your reply —"A
restored antique is worth much more than a new model":
Maybe so. but a man keeps his antique car locked up to
preserve it and brings it out in public only on special occasions. His antique wife would never hold still for that!
In addition to his antique car, a man keeps a later model
for everyday use —something he can't do with a wife.
The ideal place to go wife-shopping would seem to be at a
nudist camp, where all the merchandise is on display for in
spection.
Imagine shopping at a car lot where all the cars were
covered except for the headlights and. grille!
R.S. IN SWISHER,IOWA
DEAR R.S.: I understand that's the customary way to
shop for a bride in some of the Mideast countries. So, kiss
your Stars and Stripes'
DEAR ABBY: Fourteen years ago my husband had lower
back pain and went to a doctor who told him to take a swim.
Well, George can't swim. He nearly drowned.
He was still in pain, so he went to an orthopedic doctor
who took X-rays and told George it wasn't his back, it was
his hip. George let this doctor operate on his hip, then his
neck started to bother him.
He went to a chiropractor, who gave him a series of ad
justments which seemed to help some. But George bent
down to take off his shoe and his back went out on him. By
this time he was beginning to look like a pretzel.
The neck pain came back, so George tried acupuncture.
That helped for a while, but not for long.
Three-quarters of George's life is gone and he's still walk
ing the floors at night because he can't sleep for the pain.
We live only 36 miles from the Mayo Clinic, but my bus
band got into an argument with someone at the clinic 15
years ago and vowed he'd never go back.
Any suggestions before George turns into a complete
pretzel'?
MINNESOTA MRS

DEAR ABBY: How long does a person have to live in a
place before it's "home'"?
Even after 14 years of marriage, whenever my husband
goes to see his parents he says, "I'm going home."
Maybe I'm out of line to get so upset, Abby, but it just
burns me up to hear him say that. Don't you think "home" is
where a man's wife and children are? Or do you think maybe
my husband actually still feels more at home with his
parents than he does with me?
ONLY HIS WIFE

C1114
- 11
.

2 30 Sun

Irrarn is TOW powerful
than • thousand realities

1579 Dy C5c.

DEAR MRS.: Tell George to bury the hatchet with the
Mayo Clinic before you bury HIM. He needs a complete
check-up— including from the neck up!

Program Informabon 753-3314

arit

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ONLY: Where ono has spent his childhood is
usually "home" no matter how long he's been away from it.
Many old-timers who have been on this side of the ocean
most of their lives still refer to their native lands as "home,"
so don't take it personally,
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WISHING,": Benjamin Franklin
once said, "If a man could have HALF hi. wishes, he would
double his troubles." ISm•II wonder someone told him to go
fly a kite.I

'IDestrf
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BuT Loose ,

Getting married? Whether you want • formal church
weddinr or a simple do-yonr-.we-tkin( ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 rental self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif.
90212

are somewhat complicated acting. In any case, you
dislike routine occupations
now and- test your mettle.
LIBRA
and have a penchant for .4
1, venture and experimentation.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —1
Communications with those Often, you have difficulty in
at a distance are subject to deciding on a career. You
misunderstandings or corn- have a natural talent for
plications. Avoid carelessness bringing out the best in others,
on the job.
and would do well in social
and
,
11,‘,r_ service
SCORPIO
reform
movements.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You may be in over your
head when it comes to
financial dealings now. Be
protective of your own interests and don't mix business
with lunch.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )?'
— —
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
The competition is keen
Associated Press Food Editor
today and not above pulling
the wool over your eyes. Avoid
DIET SUPPER
extravagant gestures and be Fish Stew
Rolls
Jellied Pineapple
attentive to close ones.
JELLIED PINEAPPLE
CAPRICORN
Simple and refreshing.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 1
4
1 envelope unflavored
The work load may seem
gelatin
heavy now. Protect nerves
and health. Avoid the kind of ,4 cup orange juice
6-ounce can unsweetened
misunderstandings that come
pineapple juice(/
3
4 cup)
from overtiredness.
20-ounce can unsweetened
AQUARIUS
pineapple chunks
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
In a medium bowl sprinkle
You may have to cut down
the gelatin over the orange
on expensive good times. Seek juice and
the pineapple juice
less costly entertainments. from the 6-ounce can and let
Romance has its confusing soften. Drain the pineapple
moments in the p.m.
chunks in a strainer set over a
PISCES
saucepan — there will be 1 cup
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
juice. Cut each chunk into 2
Responsibilities in con- lengthwise slices and reserve.
nection with close ones are to Heat the juice in the saucepaz
the fore. You may change until it begins to boil; pow
your mind by day's end about over the gelatin mixture and
a domestic concern.
stir to dissolve; stir in the re
served pineapple. Chill untt
YOU BORN TODAY are partly thickened. Stir lightly U
somewhat opportunistic and distribute pineapple. Ladle intc
do better in business than six le-cup molds or custarc
most Pisceans. However, you cups. Chill to set. Unmold be
may prefer art, music, or fore serving. Makes 6 servings.

COOKING
IS FUN

XC,r

ONE
14KT
SOLID GOLD
BEAD
ON
A14KT
SOLID GOLD
CHAIN

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 5,
19'79
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er/r4
Don't believe everything
you hear on this day when
mixups in communications
are possible. Turn a deaf ear
to those who gossip.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20) kj€W7'
A friend may be overdramatizing his financial
plight. Besides, you have
enough financial problems on
this day when bills may come
due.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Don't feel neglected if
others seem so wrapped up in
their own affairs that they
forget that you're around.
Forget about your ego.
CANCER
( Jwie 21 to July V) ISO
Don't, let your imagination
play tricks on you. Too many
things are spinning around in
your head now to get a clear
picture.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22
Too much social activity
could leave you drained by the
end of the day. Curb extravagance
avoid
and
arguments with friends about
money.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 72)
Don't brag about your loved
one to a friend who may not be
interested. Career matters

$2495

Pule. shofar, WI
The NEES Genson•
lade •ead
•• Illst Sold Gold
Bead E at,.".1t
va ti•Dif

THE PERFECT GIFT!
Start with one bead on a chain...
Add a bead for other gift occasions.
Now you can build a necklace of everlasting
beauty, increasing in sentiment and value....
inexpensively....one gold bead-at a time.

Rpkh

Richard H.Crouch,M.D.
Diplomat, American Board
of Family Practice
announces the relocation
of his office to

Medical Arts
Building
Suite 301
300 South 8th Street
Murray, Ky.42071
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon.-Fri.9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Telephone 759-4099

Closed Tues.PM.

Answered 24 Hours
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Murray Business News Briefs
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Spot Market Coal Down
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SEARS OPENING — last Wednesday marked the opening of the new Sears store in
the Bel-Air Center. Pictured from left are Lisa Walker,sales clerk, Janet Murdock,typist,
Opal Hart, clerical assistant, James Johnson, executive secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce, John Emerson, store manager, Guy Billington, store owner, Doug Taylor,
salesman, Ben Golden, District Manager, and Suzy Faughn salesperson. The store was
opened with a ribbon cutting by James Johnson.

Sherman Appointed To
FSLIC Committee
CHICAGO, Ill. — Bob G.
Sherman, president and
managing officer of Home
Federal Savingg and Loan
Association, Paducah, has
been appointed to the 1979
Committee on FSLIC Law and
Regulations of the United
State League of Savings
Associations.
The appointment was announced by Joseph T.
Benedict, president of the

League and chairman of the
board and president of
Freedom Federal Savings and
Loan Association, Worcester,
Mass.
The U.S. League is the
principal trade organization
for the savings and loan
business and represents more
than
4,400 associations
throughout the country.

and
Savings
loan
associations are the second
largest type of financial institution in America and
specialize in attracting
savings accounts for investment primarily in mortgage loans on rsidential
property. Currently savings
associations provide approximately twice the amount
of funds for home mortgage
financing as all other lenders
combined.
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Begley's Reports Increase
Begley Drug Company,
Richmond, has reported a
third quarter increase in
sales, net income and profits.
Net income for the nine
months ended December 31,
amounted to $1,017,346, a
$184,269 or 22.1 percent increase over the $833,077 in the
comparable period last
year.Earnings per share of
$1.78 were recorded for the
period, compared to $1.36 per
share, a 30.9 percent increase
over a year ago. Sales of
$27,449,826 rose 10.7 percent
over last year's figure of
$24,792,618.
A 16.4 percent increase in
net income for the quarter just
ended amounted to $592,627 or
$1.06 per share, up $83,704
from the $508,923, or $.84 per
share for the same period last
year. Sales for the quarter
reached $10,770,878, up 7.5
percent over last year's
$10,022,666 sales.
During the quarter the
company purchased two drug
stores, one in Ashland and one
in Monticello. The Ashland
acquisition marks the company's entry into the greater
area
Ashland-Tr -State
market; while the Monticello
purchase gives the company
two drug stores in that city.
The board of directors
declared a 10 percent stock
dividend on the outstanding
common stock of the corn-

This page is
written for
and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Community

pany, payable Jan. 16, 1979, to
shareholders of record Jan. 2,
1979. The Board also declared
a regular cash quarterly
dividend of fifteen cents per
outstanding common stock of
corporation, payable Feb. 15,
1979, to stockholders of record
Jan. 23, 1979.

Morris Bilbrey, branch
office manager of First of
Michigan Corporation, has
released the quarterly corporate results. First of
Michigan is the only member
firm of the New York Stock
Exchange with an office in
Murray. In addition to Mr.
Bilbrey, there are two other
representatives,
registered
Jack Uddberg and Betty
Boston, and the secretary,
Wanda Brown.
First of Michigan Capital
Corporation, whose principal
subsidiary is First of
Michigan Corporation, the
largest Michigan-based underwriter of common stocks
and corporate and municipal
bonds, announced today that
consolidated revenues for the
period ending December 29,
1978 were $2,857,167 compared
to $2,891,004 in the comparable
1977 period. Net income was
$86,776 equivalent to 18 cents
per share, versus $180,448 (36
cents per share) for the
ended
weeks
thirteen
December 30, 1977.
Callaway,
H.
David
Chairman of the Board, and
John G. Martin, President,
said that while gross revenues
were approximately equal to
last year. earnings for the first
quarter were behind last
year's earnings due to the
difficult conditions in the
securities industry for the
period. Interest rates were

One of the earliest
documents
monetary
we know of was a
Babylonian "due hill" of
about 3000 B.C. It
showed what a buyer
owed to a merchant for
purchased goods and
was written in clay.

by Bill Boyd

A checking account gives you a record of any
payment made. See us about opening one for
you.

PEOPLES BANK
/Pry

Member FDI(
-

steadily rising to near record
levels causing inventory
declines in the primary and
secondary markets for corporate and municipal bonds
and common stocks.
They stated that stock
commission revenues continued to increase over last
year's quarter. This increase
partially offset the decline in
revenues from trading.
Corporate underwritings were
affected by the increase in
interest rates, but municipal
underwritings held steady due
to the increased activity in the
Michigan municipal bond
market at the end of the
quarter.

A safe-deposit box can that should be stored in a
serve as a valuable tool for safe-deposit box, however,
safeguarding important items Nachbar said. They include:
• Marriage, birth and
and documents, but it can also
become a Pandora's box if death certificates
• Adoption, citizenship
used incorrectly.
While the subject of safe and military(discharge) papers
• School diplomas
deposit boxes is not an un• Deeds
known one, many people have
misconceptions over how they
should be used, said Milt
Nachbar, Director of Loss
Control for CNA Insurance.
For example, if the family
of a deceased discovers that
the only copy of a will, burial
instructions, cemetery deed
and life insurance are stored
in a safe-deposit box, it could
take several weeks before a
family could obtain a court
order to retrieve those documents. In the meanwhile,
it would be necessary for
the family to come up with
• Car title papers
funds to bury the deceased
• Stock and bond certi— perhaps in a spot different from the one originally ficates
• Important contracts and
intended. Consequently,these
types of documents should cancelled checks
• Valuables such as rare
not be kept in a safe-deposit
coins, jewelry and stamps
box, Nachbar pointed out.
• Unpublished manuOther items that should
be kept easily accessible and scripts
* Insurance policies other
not in a safe-deposit box are
passports (they may be than life
* Photographs and invenneeded at a time when the
bank having the box is tories of property (to safecash (not guard from fire at home)
closed) and
accompanied by documenta* Gold and cash (accompanied by documentation of
tion showing its source).
There are several items their source)

Messers. Callaway and
Martin said that they
remained optimistic for the
future of the investment
banking and brokerage
business. The firm's total
permanent capital of over $7
million
remained
the
strongest of all Michiganbased firms. This capital
position enabled First of
Michigan Corporation to be
the only Michigan-based firm
to attain ranking among the
top 100 Investment Banking
Firms in the nation as
reported
by
"Finance
Magazine."

Mr. Bud Poat has recently
joined the Centac Division of
the Ingersoll-Rand Company
in Mayfield as the Manager of
Safety and Security. In that
position Mr. Poet will be
responsible for the establishment and administration of
the Division's safety and
security programs
Bud has completed several
courses
in
Safety
Management, Personnel
Administration, and
Management Principles. His
industrial experience includes
Production Supervision,
Personnel Management, and
Safety Management.
Prior to joining IngersollRand, Bud was SafetySecurity Manager for the
Tappan Company in Murray
for approximately two years.
Mr. Poet was with CTS of
Paducah, Inc. from 1962 until
1977. There he held jobs in
Production Supervision,

4 -•
lisonwee Claim

It has recently been announced that as of January
first Van Haverstock became
a full partner of HoltenMelugin Insurance.

Safety Administration, and
Personnel
finally
Management.
Bud, his wife, Jammie, and
their children Missy, Heather,
and Kristen are all natives of
Paducah. They make their
home in Murray, Kentucky
now.

that shut down much of the
industry during the first
months of the year.

Ky.Stocks
On The
Move
Market direction last week was moderately
downward. Largest gainers
were Humana ( NYSE),to 27%
from 26%; Western Kentucky
Gas (OTC), to 14% from 141,4
Greatest declines: BrownForman Distillers (AMEX),
to 33% from 341
/
2; Kentucky
Utilities (NYSE),to 19% from
20%; Texas Gas Transmission
(NYSE),to 37% from 38%.

Designated Specialist

Safe-deposit boxes may be
easily rented from any bank
under individual, joint, partnership, fiduciary or corporChicago — In recognition of
ate contracts. However, the -Proven professionalism,
bank must be notified if one
of the joint renters dies before Loretta Jobs has been
designated
a
Certified
access may be attempted.
It may be inconvenient Residential Specialist (CRS)
to have a joint contract by
the
REALTORS
arrangement in a state where NATIONAL MARKETING
the box by law must be INSTITUTE. Mrs. Jobs is
sealed upon the death of broker-and owner of Loretta
either party, Nachbar said.
An alternative in this type Jobs, REALTORS, Murray,
of situation might be to put Kentucky. She has been in real
the contract in the name of
the younger spouse who may
then name the older person
his or her agent. In this way,
if the older spouse should
die first, the box need not
be sealed._
Since laws governing the
use of safe-deposit boxes
differ, by state, it is wise
to ask certain questions when
renting, Nachbar advised.
Questions should include: Is
It permissible to remove the
will and life insurance policies
upon the death of a joint
renter? Is immediate access
guaranteed? If not, how much
time is required? Is a tax inventory required after the
death of the renter? How does
the executor enter the box?
A safe-deposit box can be
very helpful so long as you
don't allow it to "box you
estate for six years and is vice
in," Nachbar concluded.
president of the Murray
Calloway County Board of
Realtors, Inc. Loretta's
educational background in-

cludes BS degree from
Murray State and is a
the
from
graduate
REALTORS INSTITUTE with
a GRI designation.
She has served as associate
graduate
Haverstock, a 1971
for the state of
director
of Murray High,attended Ohio Kentucky Association of
Wesleyan, where he received
Realtors and on various state
his B.A. in Economics.
committees. She is presently
serving on the KAR Education
Membership State
He has been in the insurance and
field for 342 years and maybe Committees. Loretta was
remembered as an agent for elected Associate Realtor of
Thurman the Year in 1974 for the State
and
Purdom
Insurance before moving to of Kentucky. She has held
Holten-Melugin Insurance.
various local and state offices
Henry and Mike Holten and in the Woodmen of the World
Bob Melugin stated, "We are and has served as a Field
very pleased to have Van as a Representative for the
partner, and would like to Woodmen for 13 years.
Invite all of his business
Designed specifically for
associates and friends to come
REALTORS, the CRS is a
by and see him."
certification of skill, exHaverstock is married to
perience and documented
the former Gaye Miller and activity in the field of
resides at 1106 Poplar.
residential real estate. The

CRS designation is the latest
development in the Marketing
Institute's ongoing efforts to
promote education and certification of real estate
skills.. The
.marketing
Marketing Institute is an
affiliation of the NATIONAL
OF
ASSOCIATION
offering
REALTORS
publications, training aids,
audio-visual and courses for
the real estate professional

Bolls Now
Chairman
171E.--Solls of Murray has
achieved membership in
Mutual of Omaha and United
of Omaha's 1979 Chairman's
Council.
He will be honored, along
with other 1979 members, at a
March 4-9 meeting in Bal
Harbour, Fla. The meeting
commemorates the 10th anniversary of the Council — the
Companies' most exclusive
honor
club for sales
representatives.
Bolls is associated with R.
B. Condon Agency, general
agency for Mutual and United
in Kentucky.

Call
The Murray
Insurance Agency
and compare.
Maybe I can save you
some money on topquality protection,
whatever your insurance needs.

Allstate'

You're in good hands.
A I Istate Insurance Companies.
Northbrook IL

11$ 11111•088 crCV
Giry Illangtom
Owso 111111spom
Dui Shipiey
Tips Saw

TNE
MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY

We at the

Now

York First

In 1840 the State of 'Nessi'Yorit
enacted the first law to ensure that
the proceeds of a life insurance
policy paid to a widow are exempt
from claims of creditors, notes the
American Council of Life Insurance Today life insurance proceeds are exempt from creditors in
every state

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to

'That's right! I got my new
financed from the
place I got my Shield..."

J;r
6

BARNETTS
BODY SIM
lady Repair IPainting
Repairing I Refinishing

Barn!ft's Body Shop
159-1501

Smyth MI Stmt.
Across Fr.M,J Benda

forecast is for even greater
coal production this year —
715 million tons.
Preliminary figures from
the Energy Department indicate that Kentucky maintained it status in 1978 as the
nation's top coal-producing
state, though its output last
year dropped sharply from the
previous year's record of 147.8
million tons.
W. L. Westerstrom, an
economist with the department, said Kentucky's 1978
production will total about 130
million tons; total U.S. coal
production is estimated at
653.8 million tons for 1978,
down from the previous year's
figure of 688.6 million.
Lower production figures
for the state and country last
year are due, of course, to the
United Mine Workers strike

Haverstock Partner
Holten-Melugin

Poat Joins Company

4
aiairatim

struggling
to
maintain
operations and there'll be
another shortage of rail cars
to move coal from mine to
market," McDowell added.
The remark about a rail car
shortage is a jab at L&N,
which has been the target of
sharp criticism from coal
operators in the Harlan and
Hazard coalfields because of
its inability to meet their
demand for cars.
Despite current problems in
the industry,the National Coal
Association and the U.S.
Department of Energy are
both forecasting increased
coal production this year.
A record 713 million tons of
coal will be mined this year,
according to predictions of the
National Coal Association's
economics committee. The
Energy Depa rt ment's

Getting It All Together In A Safe-Deposit Box Loretta Jobs

Quarterly Results Released

114NA' NOT ES

•ItURItier

Begley Drug Company, a
?ublicly held company with its
stock traded in the over-the( ounter market, now operates
50 retail drug stores in Kentucky and 51 Big "B" One
Hour Dry Cleaners in six
states. It is listed in NASDAQ
under the symbol BGLY.

Others cite a milder winter,
the IAN Railroad's 22 percent
freight increase antithe steel
industry's importing of coking
coal as reasons for the slump
in the spot market.
The current doldrums in the
market are temporary,
though, says Cloyd McDowell,
president of the Kentucky
Independent Coal Producers
Association and the National
Independent Coal Operators
Association.
He believes coal activity
will increase during the spring
and early summer. -Utilities
will begin building bigger
stockpiles then, preparing for
the sununer months when
they have peak demands for
electricity," he said.
"By that time, things will
begin to get back more to
normal — operators will be

Kentucky's •'Ace-In-theHole" has been in the hole
itself lately.
A sharp downturn in the spot
market has caused some coal
mines in the state to close
altogether, others to cut
production,and in the process,
a large number of miners
have been laid off.
The spot market, meaning,
coal sold openly without longterm contracts, is where about
20 percent of all coal is traded.
Prices on the spot market
have dropped as low as $19 a
ton from $27 a ton last year.
One reason for the market
decline is that utilities, normally good customers on the
spot market, are not building
large stockpiles of coal since
no labor disruptions threaten
to curtail coal deliveries from
their contract sources.

MFA Insur

BUD POAT
VAN HAVERSTOCK
SEARS
BOB SHERMAN
J.L. BOLLS
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EDITORIAL

Special Handling
The petty thief who spends a
year or so in a penitentiary and
the lowly clerk imprisoned for
embezzling half-a-year's salary
from his employer are entitled
to wonder at the sentence
meted out to the confessed influence peddler and former
member of Congress, Joshua
Eilberg.
According
federal
to
prosecutors, Eilberg netted at
least $34,900 from a scheme
that any House page would
have known was unethical and
illegal. Eilberg collected his illgotten windfall from his law
firm in exchange for his services in obtaining a $14.5
million federal grant for a
hospital and medical college
represented by his legal partners.
After pleading guilty to a
federal
conflict-of-interest
charge as part of a pleabargaining
arrangement,
Eilberg was sentenced by U.S.
District Court Judge Raymond
Brodarick to five years
probation and fined $10,000. He
was also barred from seeking
state or local public office. His
guilty plea automatically
disqualified him from holding
any federal office.
Federal acquiescence to
Eilberg's
plea-bargaining
strategy kept him out of jail. To

say the least, this denouement
must be a disappointment to
Eilberg's original nemesis, former U.S. attorney David W.
Marston. Marston's pursuit of
Eilberg led to the thencongressman's
famous
telephone call to President Carter demanding that Marston be
fired. Subsequently, Attorney
General Griffin Bell, acting at
Mr. Carter's behest, dismissed
Marston.
In the absence of jail time,
Eilberg's sentence represents
wrist-slapping retribution at
best. The $10,000 fine leaves
him with at least $24,900 in
proceeds from his crime. And
five years on probation is no
punishment to a man who so
grossly abused his public trust.
As for his disqualification from
holding office, Eilberg had
already been defeated in his reelection bid.
The judge did order Eilberg
to donate six hours a week to
community service work.
Eilberg might use this time to
research and compose an essay
on equal justice. Better yet,
because Marston would have
probably insisted on a jail term
for him, Eilberg might provide
us a dramatic, first-hand account of the usefulness of friends in high places.

EchoesFrom ThePast

Its JotIs Nlaupin

(4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and .family notes.)

Nathan And
Charity Futrell
"The Futrell party did not like Nashboro. Although they were tired of
traveling, they remained in Nashboro a
very short time, being eager to resume
their journey and reach Donaldson
Creek Valley in time to build some type
of homes or shelter before the onset of
winter.
At Nashboro they traded for, bought,
or built flatboats for the trip down the
Cumberland River to the place where
Donaldson Creek flowed into it, about
100 miles downstream. Then they
bought food and other necessities and
loaded these and their other
possessions on the flatboats along with
their families, and started downstream.
This lap of the journey was easier
than the overland journey across North
Carolina and Tennessee, but was very
dangerous because hostile Indians
roamed the area along the Cumberland, and a very close watch was
maintained. But again no serious
mishap occurred.
The party failed to locate the place
where Donaldson Creek flowed into the
Cumberland, but they landed about
three miles further downstream where
the town of Canton is today. There were
no peope living there at that time. The
riverbank was a dense cane brake, and
a road had to be cut before the flat boats
could be unloaded and they could start
on the last lap of their journey across
hills and valleys to their destination.
These people traveled about ten miles
south to a place near the headwaters of
. Donaldson Creek. There they found a
• lovely place that seemed to be the place
:6 of their dreams. A broad fertile valley,
large springs that would supply plenty
of water all summer, good stands of
timber for building homes, and the
surrounding hills covered with trees
that would provide a shelter from
winter winds, along with lots of wild
game, made this spot an ideal place for
the settlers to call home.
The people worked hard and
prospered. By 1820, many other
families had settled on Donaldson
Creek and some of the Futrells decided
they needed to increase their land
holdings and needed more "elbow
room.," they began to look westward
for more land.
To the west, a few
.miles across the
Cumberland River, Nathan Futrell
found some land that he liked. He
bought about 2,000 acres of land on
: Ford's Creek, later called the Laura
Furnace Creek Valley. This land ex:
tended from the Brown Survey (a land
e grant to a Revolutionary soldier) about
one mile west of the Cumberland, to the
headwaters of Ford's Creek almost to
• the dividing ridge between the Cumberland the Tennessee Rivers. Some of
this was hill land bordering the creek
• valley.
' At this life. Nathan Futrell owns"

four slaves, and With the help of some of
his sons and the slaves, he built a large
log house with a dogtrot between. This
house was built in the lower part of the
valley.
Nathan Futrell, his wife Charity, and
their nine children moved to this home,
and he had many plans to develop this
property. He was an ambitious man
who seemed to accomplish many things
in a short while. He must have attended
school in North Carolina, because he
was quite literate. He took part in and
was probably a leader in civic affairs,
acting as magistrate, surveyor, election officer, as well as helping survey
and plow out the new roads in the untouched land. He was a mechanic as
well as a farmer. He planted the first
fruit orchard in the area; his land was
ideal for growing apples, peaches, and
grapes. The first grist mill in the area
was built by Nathan Futrell, and it
served the surrounding community and
did a thriving business for many years.
Nathan Futrell did not live to carry
out his plans and develop his property
to its fullest. After a very short illness,
he died in 1829. It seems that he had
accomplished so much since coming to
Kentucky (just 22 years ) that if he
could have lived a few more years. he
would have done much for his community in building roads and
establishing much-needed schools.
After his death, Nathan's wife
Charity carried on bravely.Some of her
children were still small, but she lived
in this same house until her death in
1872, at the age of 95 years.
Nathan and Charity Futrell were
buried on the hill back of their home,
and a marker has been placed beside
the highway near his home in honor of
his service in the REvolutionary War,
as a drummer boy at the age of seven.
Three of Nathan and Charity
Futrell's children left Kentucky and
moved to other states. The others lived
nearby and some of them spent their
entire lives on this farm. Some of the
land had never belonged to anyone
except a Futrell until it was purchased
by TVA for part of the Land Between
the lakes recreation area."
Next week, we will continue Hazel
Shaw's story of the Futrell family, with
a history of the John and Winborn
Futrell families.

Bible Thought
"But when ye pray, use not vain
repetitions, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall he heard
for their much speaking." Matthew
6:7
Too many people spend all their
prayer time in talking, we ought to
spend an equal amount of time waiting on Cod and listening to Him.

Thoughts
In Season
THOUGHTS IN SEASON
By Kea Wolf
It has become almost a sin to be
anything less than "success-oriented"
in our modern society. As children, we
are taught the importance of success; it
is often years before anyone raises the
question: "success at what?"
Many years passed after his death
before the American author Henry
David Thoreau (1817-1862) was considered successful. Thoreau finally was
accounted successful precisely betaiLie
he questioned the dominant values of
many of his contemporaries.
In our own day, the following words
from Walden (1854) have become
perhaps our most famous American
statement of the right of an individual
to be different:
Why should we be in such
desperate haste to succeed, and in
such desperate enterprises? If a
man does not keep pace with his
companions, perhaps it is because
he hears a different drummer. Let
him step to the music which be
hears, however measured or far
away.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The new reapportionment plan for
Calloway County was submitted today
by the three commissioners appointed
by Calloway County Judge Hall
McCuiston, and has been placed on file
in the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk. The county will have four
districts under the new plan.
Army PFC Larry R. Stone is serving
with First Cavalry Division in Vietnam.
David Smith, Lisa Smith, Jimmy R.
Jarrett, Kim Puckett, Libby Sims, and
Elaine Eversmeyer were project
champions from Calloway County at
the Purchase Area 4-H Achievement
Meet held at Cayce School in Fulton
County.
Elected as officers of the Calloway
County band Boosters Club were Jack
Ncrsworthy, Billy Joe Hale, Mrs.
James F. Phillips, and Mrs. Euel Rose.
Births reported include a boy, James
William, to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald like
on Feb. 25, and a girl, Lee Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs Robert David Rayburn on
Feb. 26.

20 Years Ago
Dr. G. McRaney has resigned as
director of the Murray Training School
to become dean of student personnel at
Delta State College, Cleveland, Miss.
The Methodist Youth Fellowship of
the First Methodist Church presented a
check for $100 to Frances Bradley,
teacher of the School of New Hope,to be
used for the school program. Pictured
making the presentation were Mrs.
Betty Lowry, counselor, Jerry Don
Neale, president, Roszanne Farris,
publicity chairman, and Mary Leslie
Erwin and Peggy WWiarns, project cochairmen.
Marriages announced include Anna
Ruth Billington Geurin to Virgil
Marshall Harris on Feb. 20.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Outland.
The Benton Indians beat the Almo
Warriors and the Murray High Tigers
beat the Hazel Lions in the second
games of the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament at the
Murray State College Sports Arena.
High scorers for each team were Joe
Dan Gold with 21 for Benton, Junior
Ferguson with 8 for Almo, David Miller
with 11 for Murray, and James Dale
Erwin with 13 for Hazel.

Club. She was introduced by Mrs. Hugh
Houston.
In games of the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament being
played at the Carr Health Building,
Murray State College, Brewers beat
Almo, Hazel beat Murray Training,
Lynn Grove beat Kirksey, and Benton
beat New Concord. High team scorers
were Cope wih 22 for Brewers, Hargis
with 13 for Almo, Barandon with 14 for
Hazel, Bowden with 12 for Murray
Training, J. Howard with 13 for Lynn
Grove, Usrey with 12 for Kirksey,
Baker with 18 for Benton, and Winchester with 17 for New Concord.

40 Years Ago
Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway County
Health doctor, said that of the 83 persons in Calloway county who were
given x-ray examinations for tuberculosis here two weeks ago, that 15
reacted positively.
A crowd of. _nearly 5,000 persons
jammed Murray's streets Monday on
the occasion of the city's annual Fourth
Monday in February trade day.
Deaths reported this week include
Captain Thomas Fauntleroy, 50, Jesse
Shelton,57, Patricia Ann Heath,8, Mrs.
Martha Ophelia Hughes,93, Mrs. Olivia
Elliott, Mrs. Delia Lancaster, Bud
Haneline, 81, Frank Bray, 85, W. N.
Reeves,72, John Williams, 78, and N. G.
Pace, 18.
In memory of her husband, the late
Dr. E. B. Houston, co-founder with Dr.
Ben B. Keys of the Keys-Houston ClinicHospital, whose birthday was on Feb.
27, Mrs. Houston presented the clinichospital with an electro-cardiograph.
Work is continuing on the new
building for the New Concord High
School, according to T. C. Arnett,
superintendent of the Calloway County
Board of Education.

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Canton celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on
Feb. 27.
Marriages announced this week
include Mrs. Janie Russell to John R.
Davidson on Feb. 23.
Pictured this week are Jane Hale,
Josephine Craw, Marjorie Wall, and
Sylvia Packman, cheerleaders for
Murray High School.
The Kirksey Eagles beat the Lynn
Grove Wildcats to become champions
of the Calloway County High School
Basketball Tournament. Kirksey team
members pictured are Ralph Gingles,
Doris Ezell, Ralph Riley, Meredith
Story, James Washer, G. W. Edmonds,
Rob Gingles, Ralph Billinton, Bryce
Edwards, Wade Copeland, and Roy
Rose, with Charles Waldrop as
manager and Rex Watson as coach.

A force of workmen has been busy
this week trimming the trees in the
court house yard sprucing up the yard
for the coming spring season.
L C. Starks is serving as postmaster
at Hardin.
Marriages announced this week
include Miss Annie Gatlin to Merritt
Jordan on Feb. 24.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Boyd on
Feb. 20, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gobel
Robinson on Feb. 27, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Blalock on Feb. 8.
Speaker each third Sunday at 11 a.m.
at the Union Grove Church of Christ
will be David Thompson.
Bananas are listed as selling for 19
cents per dozen and Florida oranges as
35 cents for two dozen in the ad for the
Piggly Wiggly this week.

.50 Years Ago
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The William Mason Memorial
Hospital was given a high mark of
rating in all requirements in the inspection made by Dr. Robert A. Clark,
inspector for the American College of
Surgeons, this week.
An expenditure of $65;000 for the
Murray Postoffice building has been
recommended by Congressmen.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Julia Falwell, 75, Etbert Holland
Lassiter, eight months, Mrs. Ed Seay,
65, Billie Maelt Chambers,2, Mrs. Mary
Jones, 75, John C. Boyd, 53, and Dick
Thompson, 70.
Approximately 150 farmers and
dairymen were given special instruction in the most profitable
dairying methods here Feb. 21 at a
meeting held at the circuit court room
of the Calloway County Court House.

30 Years Ago
T. 0. Turner, local merchant, has
been appointed local chairman of the
annual Easter Seal Drive for Crippled
Children of Kentucky.
U.(jg) Arden P. Bonner, Jr., USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Bonner,
Murray, has reported for duty at the
Navy General Line School, Monterey,
Calif.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Here Comes Charlie," to be presented
March 8 by the Junior Class of New
Concord High School are Alice
Burkeen, Charles Finney, Rebecca
DunnsJ. T. Valentine, Ted McCuiston,
Polly Allbritten, George Shelton, Fay
Grogan, Sally Hart, and Vernon
Williams. Mrs. Edward Curd is the
sponsor.
Miss Rubie Simpson gave the
program on "Magic of Linen and
Silver" at the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
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UK Upends
LSU In SEC
By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Louisiana State University
Coach Dale Brown sighed,
"It's been a lot of fun — up to
the last two hours. They
weren't much fun."
Defending champion LSU
was routed 80-67 in the
semifinal round of the
Southeastern
Conference
basketball
tournament
Friday.,
"I watched them last night
and thought they'd played in
the best college basketball
game I've ever seen," Brown
said. "I just didn't think they
could come back and play that
way.
"Kentucky should
be
complimented. To play five
games in eight days is nearly
impossible."
Kentucky had to battle its
way through the preliminary
rounds of the tournament to
beat LSU for the right to play
Tennessee in Saturday night's
championship game. LSU, by
virtue of winning the regular
season SEC title, drew a ,bye
until Friday night's game.
"Definitely three games in
three days take a lot out of
you," said Kentucky's junior
guard Jay Shidler. "Needless
to say, we're all extremely
tired.
"About the only thing we
have going for us now is a good
mental attitude."
Kentucky took a 13-point
lead at halftime and widened
that margin to 28 points, at 6032 in the first five minutes of
the second half.
"It's demoralizing when
you're zone pressing and they

come down and hit 20-foot
jumpers like that," said LSU's
junior guard Jody Hultberg.
"But we'd come too far to give
up."
Although the tournament
champion gets the automatic
NCAA bid, Brown and his
team are hoping for an atlarge invitation to the postseason tournaments.
But like I told my team
before the game, I don't have
an unlisted phone number.
And I haven't had any calls
from ( NCAA executive
director) Walter Byers."
Both Shidler and junior
forward LaVon Williams said
the team played harder than
ever because of an injury to
freshman Dwight Anderson.
Anderson went down with a
broken wrist in the first
minute of play.
When Dwight got hurt, that
pulled us closer together. It
fired us up," said Williams.
Kentucky Coach Joe Hall
said that at first nobody felt
Anderson was seriously hurt.
But when they saw his wrist,
they knew it was bad.
"We didn't talk about it. It
wasn't that we got together
and made a pact that we were
going to win one for Dwight,"
Coach Hall said. "But
everybody felt very deeply
there on the bench and in the
last eight minutes, we called
for a rally to give Dwight a
team win, since he couldn't
have a personal victory.
-I feel very, very sorry for
Dwight, because he has been
having such a fine tournament. And if wi do go to
post-season, I'd hate for him
to miss it."

Northern, Eagles
To Battle In.KWIC
downed
Morehead
By the Associated Press
BOWLING GREEN — Louisville 69-66 in the earlier
Northern Kentucky edged second round game. The
Kentucky 71-69 Friday night in championship will be played
the second round of the Saturday at 8:30 p.m. CST.
Kentucky Women's InterJennifer Lyons led Northern
collegiate Conference
basketball tournament, Kentucky with 24 points,
grabbing a spot against followed by Barbara Harkins
Morehead State in the with 12, and Brenda Ryan and
Peggy Vincent with 10 apiece.
championship game.

Radiology Associates of Murray

P.W. Kelly, M.D.
William K Wilson, M.D.,P.S.C.
announce moving their billing office from
.301 S. 8th Street to the

Medical Arts
Buildiniz
1st Floor, Suite ID
Phone 759-1805

Lakers Fall 84-71
As Marshals Gain
Regional Tourney
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Marshall County had a job
to do last night, so the best
way for it to accomplish the
chore, said coach •bby Toon,
was to just go out an •o it.
"I didn't want them
ying
with any emotion," said
n.
"I wanted them to play 'th
their heads." However
Marshals played, it was
ll
enough to stop Callo
County 84-71 in the Fo
District Tournament in
Murray State Sports Are
Since Murray
beat
Marshall
Co
y
78-69
Thursday nigh in the tour-

Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Hargrove Says He Won't
Return As Lakers'coach

"I want to make it clear that there has
been no official announcement from the
school administration," Hargrove said
after his Lakers fell to Marshall County 8471 last night in the Fourth District Tournament to finish their season at 6-19.
"But I was told by a board member that
the board, as of now, would vote 5-0 against
rehiring me as coach."
With the Marshall County game,
Hargrove completed his second season as
Calloway head coach. Last season the
Lakers were 13-12 and fell to Murray High
by a single point on 55-foot shot at the
buzzer in the district tournament.
"Despite the circumstances, I've enjoyed my five years here," said Hargrove.

Murray High and Marshall
County advance to next
week's First Region Tournament, which will also be
held in the Sports Arena.
Drawing for the event will be
Sunday afternoon.
Marshall County's biggest
problem with Calloway involved the Lakers'zone press.
With the tactic providing
turnovers at a steady rate
throughout the contest, the
Lakers, who led only once at 20, managed to trim a once-13point Marshal lead to six
points at 60-54 with 6:32 left.
See MARSHALS,Pagi6

Calloway Girls Top
Murray,In Finals

Calloway County coach Clayton Hargrove (left) watches last might's Fourth District Tooreomeat
game along with assistant coach Jimmy Nix. Hargrove aneesinced after the geme that it was his
r last game as Laker coach.

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Clayton Hargrove may have coached his
last game as Calloway County boys coach
last night. That is according to a reliable
source — Hargrove himself.

ney's opener, the Tigers
earned the district title with
the Marshals win last night.
Had the Lakers won, a
championship game tonight
would have been necessary.
"I'm pleased with the way
we played," said Calloway
coach Clayton Hargrove, who
moments later announced that
he had coached his last game
as Laker coach.
"There has been no official
announcement from the
school administration," said
Hargrove. "But when a board
member says you're gonna
get fired, believe me, you're
gonna get fired."

"And I want to take this opportunity to
thank each and every person that has
supported me.
Calloway County basketball has been a
part of my life for 19 years," he said. "I've
coached for it and against it. I've been the
full cycle."
Hargrove competed on both the junior
high and high school level in the Calloway
County school system. After serving as
freshman coach at Murray High from 171274, he became assistant coach at Calloway
County High,a position he served for three
years until being named head coach prior
to last season.
"I hope to stay in the school system in
some capacity, but I'm not going to resign
from this job," Hargrove said. "To do that
would imply that I don't think I'm capable
of doing the job. I just don't agree with
that."
"When a board member says you're
gonna get fired," said Hargrove, "believe
me, you're gonna get fired."

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
It saved them from
elimination for a berth in next
week's regional tournament,
gave them the rubber game of
their season series with
Murray High and ended the
Tigers' hopes of further
tournament action.
But the pressure isn't off,
says Marianne Davis, after
her Calloway County Lakers
stibdued Murray 60-52 last
night in the Fourth District
Tournament in the MSU
Sports Arena.
"The only difference between tonight and tomorrow is
the fact that we're not playing
our cross-town rivals," said
Davis. Everything else is the
same."

Calloway County, which and fouled out only 13 seconds
upped its season slate to 17-2, into the fourth quarter.
So how did the Lakers atone
faces Marshall County,18-2, in
a 7:30 p.m. contest in the MSU for the loss of Todd, who
Sports Arena that will decide finished with 14 points, and
20-points-a-game
the district champion. Both her
teams, by virtue of having average? It's simple, says
made the finals, will be in the Davis. "We just got outeight-team regional tour- standing play from eveyone.
nament which begins next We could have folded when
Mina fouled out, but we didweek.
Still, last night's 60-52 n't."
Calloway County victory over
The Lakers still had Rose
Murray did prove something Ross, a speedy senior guard
more, as a glance at the with a scoring tag of 16.4
Lakers' bench late in the points a game. And when the
game would have indicated.
pressure was on, so was she.
It showed that Calloway was Ross finished with a teamstill worthy of its No. 1 First high 25 points, including a 9-ofRegion raking, even when 10 performance from the freeleading scorer Mina Todd throw line.
spent much of the time on the
See LAKERS,page 6
bench mired in foul trouble

EKU, Western To Clash
By CHARLES WOLIFE
Associated Press Writer
RICHMOND,
Ky.
—
Cramped, humid Alumni
Coliseum figures to be even
hotter tonight when archrivals
Eastern
Kentucky
and
Western Kentucky clash for
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament title.
Eastern Kentucky reached
the final game with a 90-81
victory Friday night over
Middle Tennessee, making
Blue Raider Coach Jimmy
Earle a loser in his final game.
Earle earlier announced his

"Tougher
than
handball
gloves "
-

resignation after 10 seasons at
the 'Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
school.
Western Kentucky rode the
free throws of freshman Kevin
Dildy to a 90-85 opening round
victory over upset-minded
Morehead State.
Eastern Kentucky, 20-7, the
OVC regular season champion, will be favored tonight
on its home court against the
Hilltoppers, 17-10.
"Eastern has a super
basketball team," said Earle,
whose team finished at 16-11.
"They have a class team and
(Ed) Byhre is a class coach.
I've always said Eastern wa
the class of the league. Ed
really had his team ready to
play tonight."
The ColonPis got nine points
from guards Kenny Elliott and
Bruce Jones in the final
minute to insure the victory,
but the Blue Raiders had
gotten to within 81-79 with only
1:30 to go after the Colonels
tried to put the game in cold
storage.
"Middle came back on our
delay game," Byhre said.
"We fell asleep and didn't get
back on defense. But you've
got to hand it to our kids. They
know what they have to do
when their backs are to the
wall. We got aggressive when
we had to."
Eastern Kentucky's James
Tillman, the nation's No. 3
scorer, pumped in a gamehigh 30 points. Elliott added
25, while Jones and Vic
Merchant tallied 12 apiece.
Greg Joyner led Middle
Tennessee with 26 pdInts,
followed by Chris Harris with
20 and Leroy Coleman with 16.
Dildy canned seven free
throws in the last 1:48 as
Western Kentucky staved off
the Eagles.
"We call Dildy the 'Ice
Man'," said Hilltopper Coach

Gene Keady."We had to make
our free throws and we did.
We controlled the game. We
tried to take the game to them
tonight. They talk so much
about their shooting. We felt
that we could shoot with
them."
"We just ran into a wellteam,"
said
prepared
Morehead Coach Wayne
Martin, whose team ended at
14-13. "They stuck to their
game plan and played very,
very well. We didn't expect
them to shoot so well from the
outside (55 percent).
"Maybe our youth showed.
We got in a hurry and took
s me bad shots.

Rose Ross *Ives for the basket as Murray High's Jona Washer defends. Ross scored 25 points
to help Calloway County top the Tigers 60-52 and gain tonight's Fourth District finals.
Staff Photo by Ton) Wilson

Tow your boat with an International Scout
From Trucks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
See our special Scout on display at the big colorful Boat Show at West
Kentucky's Livestock & Exposition Center March 2-3-4.
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Trucks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
641 South

753-1372
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Marshals Whip Calloway
Continued from page 5
But the Marshals' superior
height advantage began to
surface and they once
mushroomed their lead to as
many as 17 points before the
final margin.
"The

kids knew they HAD to

win," said *Toon. "And that
was the only motivation they
needed. Sure, they were
disappointed afterlosing to
Murray High, but they were
smart enough not to let it
affect their play tonight."
Marshall County improved
its record to 20-7 under the
Toon,
while
first-year
Calloway finished at 6-19
under Hargrove, finishing his
second season as head coach
at Calloway.
"We hadn't practiced
against a press in a while,"
said Toon after learning his

team committed 20 turnovers.
-But I have to give Calloway
credit. They run that press
very well. They had a good
effort against us."
David Cohoon pumped in 25
points to lead Calloway, and
Craig Rogers and Kenny
McCuiston added 14 and 13
each, respectively.
Chris Orr, a scrappy 5-10
guard, scored 26 points for the
Marshals, and Brad Dunnigan
finished with 19.
Ricky Garland, who had
missed the Lakers' last four
games because of illness,
played and finished with two
points and three rebounds.
"The doctor gave us permission to use him for one or
two minutes at a time, and he
insisted on dressing. That's
the type of attitude I've had
the pleasure of working with

on this team this year.
hearts. That might have
All five Laker starters Last gotten us in trouble," Toon
night — Cohoon, Stan said. "They did a good job."
Rushing, Scott Barrow,
"We didn't lay down and die
Rogers and Kenny McCuiston like we easily could have,"
-- are seniors, as well as are said Hargrove, "We were
No.'s 6 and 7 men, Garland scrambling for loose balls
and Kenny Erwin.
until the last second. It was a
Hargrove substituted in- good effort."
dividually for each after the
MAESSIALL covert DC
Marshals had decided the
CALLOWAY COUNTY 71
fg-a ft-a rb pf tp
issue, enabling the sparse
David Wine
3.11 74 4 3 Mcrowd remaining to give them UsigII=
0.6-16 3-3 3 4 14
5-12 3-6 4 4 13
a round of applause.
1 1 6
3-4 04 1 4 6
For the game,the Lakers hit
1-4 04 3 3 2
28-of-67 field-goal tries for 42
04 1-3 2 1 1
0-0 04 9 0 0
percent, while the Marshals
0-1 04 0 1 0
sank 33 of 55 for a filzzLing 60
1-1 04 0 0 2
percent. Marshall County Mslindassepois
0-0 9 0 2
oe 0-0 0 0
outrebourided the Lakers 28- LUNTv
15-23 25 II 71
25.
aleDII 11-V U U 14
Quit Orr 9 441 U.
"The kids knew they were a aggidaggsch.ari3,411; Ronnie Duo4 Sbetter team than Calloway,so ZE
: 4 14 9; Kevin htunro 40•
44 • Smith 1 0-2 2_
I tried to get them to play with
23 17 M 3$44
their heads and not with their
Calmar
13 17 II 34-71

=gm

Laker Girls Stop Murray
Continued from page 5

In fact, free throws were the
difference in the contest.
Murray hit only 12-of-29 tries
from the charity stripe, while
the Ross-led Lakers sank 18of-26.
Game scoring honors went
to Murray's sophomore
center, Tonya Alexander. She
matched the Tigers' individual single-game record,
which she herself holds, with
27 points.
"She played her heart out,"
said Murray High coach Rick
Fisher. "She gave all she had
to win — a tremendous performance."
Each team showed signs of
erupting early in the contest,
but each time the,other rallied
to keep itself in contention.
The Tigers jumped to an 8-2
advantage, in the opening
minutes, but the Lakers
promptly outscored Murray
18-2 for a 20-10 second-quarter
advantage. The Tigers,
though, then went on a 9-0 tear
of their own, and neither team
led by more than eight points
the rest of the way.
By game's end, the lead had

changed hands only three rest of the team's
play as just
times, suggesting waves of as important
as the conmomentum that crested and tributions of the
high-scoring
ebbed from within each team.
duo.
And the previous results
Stephanie (Wyatt played
between the two teams this Just tremendo
us, and so did
season — a 59-58 Murray High Dawn Redden.
I really
win and a 59-52/ft:lloway shouldn't call
off names,
victory — seemee to dispel because I will
probably leave
any argrument that either someone out,"
said Davis. "It
team would romp, despite was a great, great
team win."
Murray's disappointing 53-33
"Our inexperience has hurt
loss to Marshall County us all year, and we
think our
Thursday night in the first best days at Murray
High are
round.
ahead of us," said Fisher,
"Murray just had an un- whose squad finished
at 10-9.
fortunate off-night against "I wouldn't trade
this bunch
Marshall County," said Davis, for anyone."
the Calloway coach. "But I
knew they would play well
against us. We always have
tremendous games."
Davis denied that her recent
announcement that this
season would be her last as
Prep Basketball
Laker coach had anything to
Fridays Girls Games
do with the Lakers' perDistrict Touraamesis
formance. "We don't even
lad Dtsirict
Paducah St Marx 54 Lone (1.1 53
discuss it. It wasn't meant to
Mb District
try to make the team play
Lyon Co 45 Caldwell Co 41
better."
1116 Mind
Though no other Calloway
Seminole
player aside from Ross or
Muhlenberg Cent 68 Bremen 61
11th District
Todd scored more than five
ChasspUssidp
points, Davis pointed to the
Breckinridge Co 52 Hancock Co 45 oti

150 District
Champisaeldp
Allen Co 61 Barren Co 41
170 District
Clissapiesablp
Ft Knox 68 Nerth Hardin 44
Mb District
•emiltetil
LaRue Co 50 Caverna 27
ISO District
Semeleal
Bardstown Beth 45 Bardstown 34
Uth District
Semifinal
Taylor Co 48 Campbellsville 44
22ad District
Snuffle's'
Lou Butler 72 Pleasure 12,,are 33
23rd District
Sesadinal
Lou Valley 57 Stuart 46

Calloway ended its season with mi 14-71 loss,

rb pi
11 4
2 5
1 2
11 5
3 5
1 3
0 0
0 0
26 34

tp
27
16
4
2
2
0
1
0
52

CALLOWAY COUNTY 00
Rose Ftoss
1418 9-10 3 4 Z
Mina Todd
6-12
2-2 5 5 14
Stephanie Wyatt 2-6
14 5 1 5
Dawn Redden
14
2-2 6 3 4
Penny Overbey
2-2
0-0 1 1 4
Mimi Winchester 1-5 1-3 3 4 3
babas* Miller
0-2
3-5 6 4 3
Klm
1-2
0-0 5 3 2
2142 141-36 34 34 110
Totals
14 15 14 342
Murray
Calloway
6 22 9 2140

2449 District
Clusopisaship
Tho Jefferson 45 Southern 43
iiith District
Chainpionaldp
Lou Assumption 59 Atherton 47
216k Dbitrict
Semifluid
Anderson Co 73 &IBM Cent 68
Nth District
Semifinal
Shelby Co 80 Eminence 13
Ilst District
Semifinal
Oldham Co 66 Gallatin Co 31
nes owed
Chmaplimalp
Scott Co 86 Williamstown 4/
3449 District
(Isempianship
Coy Holy Cross 57 Notre Dame 49
Nth Distrlit
Semifinal
Campbell Co 57 Bishop Brassart 24
371h District
Champleaship
Pans 57 Bourbon Co 25

HS.Jackson,Jr.
PSC,M.D.
proudly announces the
relocation of
his office to

300 S.8th Street
Medical Arts Building
Suite 107
Phone(502)753-9240
Practice Limited To Urology

Stow tubing comes up with a
steal against Marshall County's Chris
Orr in tho second half of last night's Fourt District
Tournament game in the MSU Sports Arena,
The Laker: lost 64-71.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Connors Advances;
Bean Still Leader
MEMPHIS,
Tenn.
—
Defending champion Jimmy

Australia.

Connors made short work of
10th-seeded Sandy Mayer 6-3,
6-2 Friday night to gain the

By the Associated Press
ORLANDO, Fla. — Andy
Bean quite obviously was

quarter-finals of the $250,000
U.S. National Indoor Tennis
Connors
seeded

will

Vitas

Saturday's
televised

UK Boxscore
KENTUCKY ie.
Anderson 00.00, Williams 2 2-3 6, Cowan
3 4-6 10, Macy 10 9-9 29, Claytor 9 3-4 20.
Gettelfinger 0 0-00. Casey 0 1-2 1, Midler 0
6-6 6. Verderber 2 04 4, Tillman I 2-2 4
Totals 27 26-34 80
LSU167
Scales 7 0-0 14, Cook I 1-2 3, L Green 62-2
14. A Green 5 1-ill, Martin 1 2-2 4, Sims
1-1 7, Hultberg 2 0-0 4, Bergeron 1 041 2.
Brown 2 9-04. Rudolph 2 0-0 4. Totals 30712 67
Halftime—Kentucky 43. LSD 30 Fouled
out—Martin, Sinus Total fouls—KentucllP
15 1SL' 29 A 16.200

Gerulaitis

play

third-

Gerulaitis

to

say the right

"Let's just say that some
players are faster than
others," is what he finally

in

nationally
semifinals.

beat

struggling

BUS STOP

thing — or at least not say the
wrong thing.

Championships.

Sports At A Glance

136h Distrtet
Semifinal
Lewisburg 43 Russellville 40
latis District
Semifinals
Warren East 61 Warren Cent 50
Bowling Green 53 Franklin-Sirnp 49

Marsha. County's David Ridley rips down a rebound os
Collinewy's DevW Cohoon and Craig Itogors (beckgrolind) winch.

MURRAY MGM 32
Ig-a ft-a
Tonya Algoder 11-22 543
Jain& Wasber
7-14
2-2
1-1
2-3
Lurk Morgan
Rivas Oen&
1-3
2-7
1-5
0-1
Jann Washer
Candy Jackson
0-4
0-1
Natalie GarBeld 04
1-2
Velvet Jones
0-0
0-0
21-50 12-29
Totals

t!

managed to say.

unseeded

Victor Arnaya,7-6,6-7,6-3, in a
Bean was threatening to run
close quarter-final match away from the field
and, at
Friday.
one point early in Friday's
In another quarter-final, second round, had a
5-shot
sixth-seeded Arthur Ashe put
lead. But a couple of bogeys
down
Mayer's
younger coming home cut into the
brother, Gene,6-3, 6-2.
margin and he finished with a
Ashe will play the winner of 69 and a 2-shot lead at 133,
nine
a Friday night match between strokes under par on
Arnold
No. 7 Roscoe Tanner and No. Palmer's Bay Hill
Country
16 John Alexander of Club.

See the VW bus on display this weekend at
the Boat Show, sponsored by Nappy Holiday
Travel Inc. at the MSU Livestock and Exposition Center.

Carroll VWAudi-Mazda

WO Chestnut

7534$1511

College Basketball

1 W,

Penn 94. Yale 81
Dartmouth 67, Cornell 60
TOURN AIKEN'S
Atlantic Coast Cerderence
Semifinals
North Cal Itna 102, Maryland 74
NCAA Div. II
Great Lakes Regional
First Roved
St Jceeph's 76, E Iihnon 66
NCAA Dlv. Ill
Fasters Regal
First Round
St Lawrence 64. Manhattam..,
Olds Valley Cesfereace
First Rowed
W Kentucky 90. Morehead St 65
Southeast Conference
Seeligteals
Tennessee 75, Auburn 64
ECAC Upstate N.Y. Div.11-111
F1rst Road
Plattsburgh St 82„Elmira 57
ECAC Soothers., Div. 11
First Rased
ShiPPenshurg a. Loyola, Salt64
Wait Division II
Southeast Regional
Jersey City St. 15, Va Wesleyan 64
Seethwen Csaferesce
Semifinals
Texas 70,Houston 65
Trams Americas Ceaferesee
Semifinals
Mercer 90, Oklahoma City 70
Princeton 61, Brown 50
DePaul 76, Notre Dame 70
Big Eight
Semifinals
Kansas 76, Missouri 73
Foist Cast Conferrer/.
Sendlinal
St Joseph's )Pa.) 69, Bucknel,
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Coo!crew*
Div. 11411
Upstate N.Y.
First Rood
Hamilton 79. Hobart 86
indepeadeet Athletic Costereo
Clateplenship
Ores. 55. Stevens Tech V,
N('AA Div. II
Southern Mello
First Rood
Centre 79. lane 68
NICAA Div. 111
Great lakes Regional
First Rand
Kale-Wallace 70, Albion 66 2 i7
Columbia 96, Harvard 62
Div.
New Eaglasd R1'00011.1
First Relied
Sacred Heart 80, Witham, 67
Bryant 95, SE M
93
Metro Centenary
Seesehmis
%,,rguna Tech 72, Louisville 611
NALA District 6
Quertellimis
loader 111, S. Caroilia-Sportanburs
33
NA1A District 19
First Reued
vestota St. 100, Spring Garden 63
NCAA Div. II
. Smith Cestral Regional
NF Missouri 116, Rollins 97
Slathers Mistime AO. Cant.
Ciampioaskip
Lee 62, Tenn Temple 61
Atlantic feast Coalertace
Seminal
Duke 62, N C State 59
Rig Sky Underrate
Setedbials
Weber St IS, Montana 71
Fasters Callegiate Aliddie Centre are
Upstate NY Regleaal
First Rmid
Plattsburgh fit U. Elmira 57 Ni AS
DIV 11
Great lakes Regional
First Ratted
Wright Si 75, N Michigan 86
NCAA Div. 1111
Midlevel Regional
centrat at Iowa Si, Minn-Marna 51
Tram America Csinfrreate
Semifinals
NV Lallans 89. Houston Bapti• 62
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Rain or shine, wet or dry, hot or cold,
come join the fun and festivities.

We're Celebrating A
BREATH OF SPRING
at

Murray State University's Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray, Ky.

March 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Comfortable inside regardless
of fres park jug.

Friday and Saturday
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

of weather. Plenty

Sunday Afternoon
1 p.m. to 6 p. m.

The most elaborate display of PONTOON BOATS ever presented in the whole
U.S.A.
*HOUSEBOATS up to big, plush 58 footers.
•FISNIN6 BOATS priced so low you may want to buy one for him and her.
*A few BASS BOATS at unheard of prices.
*SAIL BOATS at special show prices.
'Beautiful RUNABOUTS and family SKI BOATS will be displayed.

OTHER ATTRACTIONS PRESENTED

Some of the sharpest Tow Vehicles you've over
seen, courtesy of the local auto dealership.
The IL S. Coast Guard will display "Malt Boat",
a stern drive runabout out away to show
construction,
complete with engine and outdrivo. Shown
courtesy of the U. S. Coast Guard, Boating
Safety Detachment,
Pallet:Ms, Ky. and II. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Murray
Flotilla 274.

A Nw close-out outdoor related items will ho offered at "once
in a lifetime prices."
Ky. State Police, Water Safety Division will be
present with helpful water safety ideas and
brochures.
A number of marine related items, such
as pontoon tubes, will be on display. Build
your own boat or fer
special flotation usage.
Several hundred thousaad dollars worth of beautiful
boats will be on display with prices art
to now lows
for this ono big boat show!!

JUST DON'T MISS IT
Live Entertainment
Fri. Night, Sat. Afternoon and Night
And Sunday Afternoon

Coffee and Donuts will be served
Saturday afternoon and night

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Sponsored by....

slum

1

z
at

-s•

HAPPY mom
rown,

Panorama Shores
Matra* Ky.
004436-54U or(502)753-4137
.144.•
1. ••

•
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IIIKEINID OUTDOORS

Mode Itosree

OUTDOOR
LORE

Outdoor Show Offers New Tackle Preview
Outdoor shows are for
withers. You walk past booths
filled with the latest fishing
tackle, and you stare like a
thirteen-year-old looking at
circus side show posters.
I was part of the crowd
recently ogling new reels and
rods and other angling
paraphernalia at the Great
Lakes of the South Outdoor
Show in Nashville. I called
myself working, but I was
really doing a hype job on
myself for the upcoming
fishing season.
Once
again
tackle
manufacturers have gone all
out to create tantalizing items
for sportsmen. As I strolled
past the booths and talked to
the various factory reps, I
took notes on a number of
items I felt readers might be
interested in.
To start with, natural finish
lures, which hit the market
last year, are pretty standard
now with all the major
- manufacturers. The new print
- pattern makes it easy for lure
makers to paint their baits to
look amazingly like little
bluegill, crappie, bass or
whatever. Whether or not the
: new paint jobs entice more
.; strikes is anybody's guess, but
they sure can't hurt.
•
- I've heard that lure makers
;..produce baits to catch
;fishermen instead of fish, and
I asked one factory rep to
comment on this. "We have to
.L, be competitive with other
r. companies, and that's why we
came out with the natural
finish. That's the trend. But if
- any company puts out a bait
that won't catch fish, the bait
• won't sell. There are too many
: other good baits around." I
thought his reply made sense.
The Arbogast Company is
painting its lures only to
represent natural baits. The
Jitterbug, which is patterned
after a frog, will be painted
only in green with black spots.
The Mudbug, a crayfish
imitator, will be marketed in
three crayfish patterns (early
spring,early summer and late
summer). You won't be seeing
any red jitterbugs or chartreuse Mudbugs.
The Lazy Ike Company, who
..put out the first natural finish
baits I remember seeing, has
come up with a new Ye ounce
crankbait called "Tyke". It's
for use with ultralight and
comes in ten natural colors.
One pattern closely resembles
a young gizzard shad and
should be dynamite for
Kentucky bass schooled on
rocks in the Cumberland
River. (I asked the Lazy Ike
rep about problems I'd had in
turning his baits to run
straight. He admitted the
problem existed but said it has
been corrected in the new line
of baits.)
The Whopper Stopper lure
company has a new one called
"Crapshooter". A minnowlike crankbait, it can be pulled
steadily at 5-7 ft. depths or
fished as a topwater plopper.
The
Tennessee
Shad
company builds top quality
balsa plugs, and Lonnie
Warwick, formerly of the
Minnesota Vikings, was
showing a large gizzard shad
rockfish bait. It was one of
several rockfish lures on
display by the various corn-

-- —
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—
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Ky. Afield

Look Closer To Home For Fishing Waters
There is a solution, but one
which can require some adjustments
in
angling
preferences and techniques.
This solution is, of course, to
explore some close-to-home
fishing opportunities.
In my own case, I've
discovered a couple of excellent farm ponds not five
miles from my home. I got
permissier to fish these last
summer and discovered that I
could easily spend a couple of
hours after supper engaged in
some rather relaxing — and
productive — fishing.
There are two good
smallmouth bass and rock
bass streams nearby that I'm
definitely going to explore this

By John Wilson
Like the typioal cow
stretching its neck through the
barbed wire fence for a taste
of that greener grass on the
other side, we fishermen are
constantly dreaming, plotting
and planning about those far
away waters where the fish
literally jump in the boat.
And while there's nothing
wrong with an expedition
across the state or across the
country), very few of us are
able to get away for extended
G periods more than
once or
twice a year. Often it seems
firm's
his
Dave Hart of the Shakespeare Tackle Company explains the fine points of
that even weekend schedules
are too crammed with other
rods to a bystander. Thousands of fishing-hungry sportsmen thronged to the Great
activities to leave time for
Lakes of the South Outdoor Show to view the latest in angling gear.
fishing.
panies, evidence of the switch has bonded a lightweight rod harder for fishermen to make
Unless you are fortunate
of many southern fishermen with a natural wood handle, up their minds.
enough to live near one of
from largemouths to the salt and Shakespear. I'm glad to
Kentucky's large lakes, an
water transplant.
see some attention paid to a
overnight trip is almost
The biggest news from segment of the fishing legion
Another more serious note necessary if you're going to do
Rebel Lures wasn't lures which has long been ignored. came from an outdoor writer's any serious fishing on these
(they have plenty of nice ones)
Fenwick has a new glass rod gathering prior to visiting the waters. I did a little figuring
but a booklet about how deep ("higher modules glass") outdoor show booths. Dick last summer and realized that
certain lures really run. Rebel which is stronger than a Kotis, president of the Ar- on several one-day trips, I
is finishing an in-depth study regular glass rod and which is bogast Lure Company and spent more time loading gear,
an the subject, one in which amazingly light.
immediate past president of driving, launching, taking out,
charted
actual
divers
Other companies are in- the American Fishing Tackle driving some more and
swimming levels of various troducing rods of Kevlar, the Manufacturers
Association unloading than I did actually
lures with various lines. The wonder material used in bass !AFTMA ), addressed writers fishing — and this for trips to a
booklet, which will be out in boats.
about a new danger facing the body of water only 50 miles
around two months, will help
Cordele Tackle Company is world of fishing. It seems that from my home.
the serious fisherman choose marketing a new portable ph the sport is picking up fewer
The net result was that I did
his lures and fish them meter for $19.
young enthusiasts. Kotis feels a lot less fishing than I wanted
properly.
Lowrance rep Dave Johnson that a growing anti-fishing to — there were just too few
On to reels. Garcia has a was demonstrating his movement might be partly weekends when I didn't have
beauty in its 4600 CA bait- company's straight line responsible ("Fish like to other obligations which were
casting reel. It's a fast cast graphs.
jump and breathe and play more pressing than fishing
model, one which has a thumb
Cortland Line was offering just like you do"), and he says trips.
bar; all the action is con- tests of its new braided bass we must interest these
I'm sure there are a lot of
trolled with one hand. Some fishing line. It lacked the youngsters in the sport to other anglers in the same boat
angler believe they could stretchb of monofilarnent lines protect it.
(actually, standing on the
release line tension on a and sinks, which should be an
AFTMA is responding by same dry land and wishing
fighting fish by accidently aid in fishing top water.
initiating a new consumer they were in the boat). And
depressing the thumb bar. But
There was much more, too awareness program, and expected sharp rises in the
the 4600 CA can't release the much to mention. If I had one material and films on proper price of, and perhaps even
spool while tension is on the suggestion it would be that the fishing are available through rationing of, gasoline will
line, thumb bar or no. Gears show should be held just Bob Bluth, 2625 Clearbrook, make us even more hesitant
are high speed, the spool is before Christmas. But then it Arlington Heights, Illinois about heading out for distant
slim, and the centrifugal would become just that much 60005.
waters.
brake is on the right side
under the drag star. The left
a
side is smooth and fits nicely
in the palm. Cost will be 66065.
Shakespear's President
series of reels has a new addition, the 1982 SportcaSt. It's
a lightweight narrow spool
model constructed by good old
American ingenuity. It's drag
just might be the smoothest on
the market.
The President reels are first
quality products, and this one
be
popular.
should
Shakespeare also has a new
2401 spinning reel that should
be a good seller.
I also got a look at the
Japanese Shimano reel, a
sleek competitor with more
popular baitcasting jobs. I
liked the case, but I'm not sure
about the non-moving eye
which guides line off the spool.
BOATING SAFETY — Steve Owens is shown teaching a course in boating safety to
The manufacturer says it cuts
North Calloway County eighth grade students. Owens is a representative of the Kendown on friction.
tucky Division of Water Enforcement and conducts the course in Calloway and Graves
The ladies will be pleased to
counties. During the course, each student is informed on the basics of boat safety.
know that rodmakers have
Upon successful completion of the course, each student is given a free textbook. The
finally caught on to their
parents or guardians of each student are encouraged to read the book and take an enneeds. Several companies
closed test. The test may be sent to the state agency where it is graded. If the test is
have new rods designed
passed, a certificate is received from the state which entitles the holder to a reduction
strictly for female use, and
in boating insurance.
these companies include
Photo by Melissa looes
American Tackle Rods, which

spring and summer. Each
could easily be fished after
work or on a Saturday morning when there's not the time
for an all-day trip.
I could also have my boat in
a large river shortly after
working hours. With daylight
savings time, this is another
place where I could get in four
or five hours of angling before
dark even on workdays.
Virtually any fisherman in
Kentucky, with a little looking
around,can find similar closeto-home fishing opportunities.
The fishing at these smaller
waters may not be as
glamorous as bassin' on a
major impoundment, but it
actually can be more

1. The best time to go fishing
is whenever you have the
opportunity; and
2. The best place to go
fishing is wherever you can
easily get to in the alloted
time.

ICY SOLITUDE — A swan hunts for food in the icy waters of a swamp in the Green
Hill Beach section of Charleston, RI
•

Asking tine

Any Maspio's

Water Temperature Around
44 Degree Mark
With the warmer rainfall
comes spring, or someone
said, just to feel better. Any
way you look at it, the rising
water coming from the south
will be warmer. It is around
the 44 degree mark now but
should climb steadily from
now on. Keep 'em crossed!
Fishing conditions are fair
on Ky. and Barkley Lakes, if
you care to take a grain of salt
it's OK, with Crappie being the
favorite as usual.
We should have some
sunshine soon and this should
settle some of the muddy
water and get the sauger
started too!
Barkley Lake is higher than
Ky. Lake, creating a swift
current in the canal.
Sauger fishing in this type of
water is a new kind of fishing
and if you haven't done it you
should. Buy or make some one
ounce jigs, yellow, white or
red, and tie a small treble
hook on as a trailer. Add a
shiner minnor,let it sink to the
bottom as you drift with the
current and be prepared for a
light tap. You must set the
hook quickly or you will not
get Mr. Sauger. A limit of ten
per licensed fisherman can be
reached very quickly if a good
run is on!

ft!

The Crappie are being taken
along the ledges and drops
that are in deep water.
They seem to be suspended
around the 10 to 12 foot levels
most the time but if we get
some sunshine they may move
upward some.
Minnows will still be the
best bait to use for awhile
although a mall white jig will
catch crappie the year
around.
It's very doubtful that any
fish will move into shallow
water until we get at least a 10
degree rise in temperature.
I talked with some commercial fishermen this put

week and they reported
having terrible luck. According to them the fish were on a
standstill while a front was
passing through.
Both lakes have tremendous
populations of Crappie so if we
can establish some brush to
fish around we will have it
made, so to speak. Remember
to check for old and new trot
lines before setting any brush,
It is much better this way
believe me.
Mark the locations on your
map or it will be tough to find
after the lake rises to summer
pool.
Happy Fishing!

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore
753-5142

641 Super Shell

MRRMEROUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat'N' Motor

productive than fishing a
large lake. Man made lakes
can sometimes be really tough
to fish and if you're used to
these waters, I think you'll be
surprised at how much easier
it can be to catch stream or
pond fish.
We Cali sum all this up in
two basic guidelines. Follow
them and you'll do more
fishing and probably catch
more fish:

1
11
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky,

7511-I$72

203£. Main

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
IC==4101111C=04

Cain's AMC,Jeep

Thornton
Body
shop
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray,Ky.

753-7404
753-6448

14-

Ig••••••••••••MMMMM•••••••••••••••OOOOOOO•
•
•
•

24 Hour Wrecker Service

.641 North

641 South
753-1372

•
"We Appreciate Your Business"
•
f•••••••••••••••••••r••••••••••••O

•
•
•

••
•
••

Sportsmen:

7
.
QS
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

KING or VALUES

Check The Values
in Our
Sporting boods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & FishimLiccnses

NOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing fires $ 4 W.B. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
is The Jaeksan-ftrisiuse•
N 4m739-677,
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Weekend Rains May Extend
2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

Ohio River Flooding
-At least it looks like it
could stop the fall and could
even start rising again," he
said, 'depending on when and
where the rain starts and how
low the river is at the time.
"It's a safe bet to say it is
going to stop the fall. Whether
it will hold over theflood stage
at Cincinnati, we don't know."
Meanwhile, cleanup
operations were underway
along parts of U.S. 52 upriver
from Cincinnati at New Richmond where 126 persons
remained in a Red Cross
shelter Friday night.
Police and firemen began
hosing the mud off steets and
highways as the flood waters
receded.
In Cincinnati, an Ohio
National Guard helicopter
was stationed at Lunken
Airport in case of medical
emergencies.
Flood waters blocked Ohio
32, U.S. 52 and several county
roads east of the city, causing
monumental traffic jams on
the roads still open.
"The whole eastern region
is isolated," said Anderston
Township Trustee Thomas
A fire at 1630 Hamilton at Taylor. He said residents
9:48 last night was put out by there were an hour and 90
the Murray Fire Department, minutes from the closest
a spokesman said.
Three fire trucks and 21 men
answered the call. The home
is owned by Ernestine
Goodgion and is rented to
college students.

By. The Associated Press
The Ohio River flood may be
extended because of predicted
; weekend rains that could keep
the river flooding or even start
it rising again, depending on
how much rain falls.
The National Weather
Service had predicted the
river would fall to 55 feet on
Sunday and back below the 52foot flood stage at Cincinnati
on Monday.
':Of course, the predictions
are without further rainfall,'
said Bob Belesky, weather
specialist at the National
Weather Service's Cincinnati
station.
The flood crested at 58.5 feet
Thursday, the highest since
1967.
Belesky said rain should
reach the Ohio River Valley
by this afternoon and increase
in intensity tonight.
But he was not certain how
the rain would affect the
ebbing flood.

AMYETS
hospital because of the
congestion.
Robert Wilhelmy, Red Cross
spokesman, said mobile
sevice centers would be set up
at six locations today to help
flood victims prepare to start
moving back into their homes.
The units were sent to
Higginsport, Point Pleasant,
Neville, Ripley, Moscow,
Chilo, Utopia and Buckskin
Run.
He said the New Richmond
center would continue to
operate, but speculated most
of those housed there would
return to their homes Sunday.

Department Reports
Record Amount In
Bond Forfeitures

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) The state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
reports it called in a record
amount of money in bond
forfeitures in 1978, exceeding
the combined forfeitures of
the past 19 years.
The department said it also
released more bonds than in
any previous year.
The bonds are money posted
by coal operators to insure
reclamation of strip mined
land.
A total of $735,947 in bond
Leys, assistant forfeitures were claimed
Dale
RAT BAIT OFFERED
MAYFIELD, Ky. ( AP) - professor of art at Murray during 1978, compared with
Mayfield and Graves County State University, has been $315,800 in 1977. A total of $18
residents may now pick up invited to exhibit in the Second million in bonds were released
Contemporary because
free rodent bait as part of the Invitational
completed
of
annual Rat
Abatement Drawing Show at the Lake reclamation activity.
Program sponsored by the Placid (N.Y.) School of Art
Gene Brandenburg, comcity and county, according to March 10-April 4.
missioner of the Bureau of
He weill be among eight Surface Mining Reclamation
health department spokesman
professional artists whose and Enforcement, credited
Jerry Featherstone.
State agriculture officials work will be shown in the main the increase to the departwere in Mayfield recently to gallery of the Center for ment's active enforcement
Music, Drama, and Art. Leys programs and a more efficient
supervise the mixing of the
will have four drawings and
bait, and iwre assisted by
improved
bonding
executed in conte and pastel in procedure instituted during
members of the Mayfield
Street Department.
the show.
1978.
A member of the faculty at
Featherstone said each bag
The forfeited money is used
of bait has instructions for
Murray State since 1977, Leys to retrlim the land affected by
earned the M.F.A. degree at the strip mining. Any surplus
use. He said the instructions
the University of Wisconsin. is returned to the coal
should be followed, and the
He has exhibited widely operator's surety company
bait should be kept away from
throughout the Midwest.
small children and pets.
which posted the bond.

Firemen Extinguish
Hamilton Blaze

Dale Leys Invited
To Exhibit In Lake
Placid Art Show

Post 45
lanes
Fri. and Sat.
Mardi 2& 3
Featuring

SANDY'S SKIMS
DOLLAR BAND

PRESENTS CHECK-The Murray Moose Lodge presented the Calloway County 4-H
Club (penny loafers) with a check to send two 4-H members to the 4-H Older Youth
Conference in Washington D.C. Presenting the check is William Kalberer, state
president of the Kentucky Moose Association. Receiving the check are Carla Beach
whose parents are Glenn and Marlene Beach and Deana Cunningham, daughter of
Danny and Judy Cunningham. Both girls attend Calloway County High School.
Photo by Bob Galbreath

Representative To Evaluate
Charter For Possible Chaptet
A representative of Sigma
Theta Tau, a national honor
society, will be at Murray
State University Monday,
March 5, to evaluate the
campus chapter for possible
charter membership in the
national organization.
Making the evaluation visit
will be Jean E. McKinley,first
vice-president of the national
organization and also a
nursing faculty member at the
University of Kentucky.
Twenty-one students, nine
faculty members and 40
alumni make up the membership of the Murray State
Honor Society of Nursing, the
campus chapter.
Rita Fleming, an associate
professor in the Department
of Nursing, is its president.
The vice-president is Judy
Nall, Murray,a senior nursing
student, and Trish Hodge, a
senior from Louisville, is the
recording secretary.
Oleta Burkeen, an assistant
professor, is the corresponding secretary, and Marsha
Lackey, a senior turn
Murray, is the treasurer. R;ck

PEANUTS

RACCOONS
ARE WEIRD

THE'e Do 5TRAN6E
TH1N65...

LIKE, YOU SEE THE*
u.)A5HIN6 THEIR FOOD
AT THE EDGE OF STREAMS

Pans,TN

Hwy. NE

OR
me
WATER

IN

cl

Lefebuere, a senior from
Paducah, is the parlimentarian.
Membership in the society is
based on a grade point
average of 3.0, membership in
a professional organization,
demonstrated
leadership
characteristics, and participation in campus or
commtinity activities.
Sigma Theta Tau, founded
in 1922; is the only national
nursing honor society. Its
chapters exist in national

Improvessonts
Restorations

753-5167
FREE STORE. 759-4600

It's A
Fact
Fres Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specuilty At

Membership is by invitation
and limited to those who have
"demonstrated excellence in
their nursing program and
have superior academic and
personal records."
Currently, the organization
is made up of 94 chapters,
none of which are located in
Kentucky.

stake in the 1980 election,
including Ford's.
Ford's selection was approved in a meeting of the
Senate Democratic Caucus. It
was the first time an incumbent chairman of the
committee had been asked to
retain the post.
Ford said in a statement
issued by his office Thursday
that it also would be the first
time a senator facing reelection had served as campaign committee chairman.
Ford's new term as
chairman expires in 1981.

The 19-member committee
assists Democratic nominees
for the Senate with contributions of funds raised at an
annual dinner, help with
research, political counseling
and technical advice on
campaigning, said Mike
Ruehling, a Ford aide. Thirtyfour Senate seats will be at

MURRAY
REMODELING

League of Nursing (NLN) approved institutions which
grant a baccalaureate or
higher degree in nursing.

Ford Re-Appointed As
Committee Chairman
WASHINGTON(AP)-Sen.
Wendell Ford,13-Ky., has been
re-appointed as chairman of
the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee, his
office announced.

RONDA:
I love you
with all my
iteart.
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY'Love Rexie

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
1111111111Y
11' YOU
NEED THEM

Airport
489-2414
Ambulance
753-9332
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire (City)
753-1441
Fire(County) - 753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. _753-4)849
Humane Soc
.759-4141
Learn To Read ....753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents'Anon. ....753-1792
Poison Control ....753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad
753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-692-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near
ommi
the tgeir
m ne
..
m m
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ACROSS
1 Helmsman
6 Swift
11 Explain
12 Football
team
14 Printer's
measure
15 Knits
17 Western alliance: Init.
18 Acorn
20 Mollusk
22 Seine
23 Plod
25 Took one's
part
27 Compass pt.
28 Babylonian
hero
30 Meals
32 Fire 34 Bristle
35 Stroking
38 Repulse
41 Silver
symbol
42 Glossy
fabric
44 Storage bin
45 The urial
47 Number
49 Excavate
50 Speech
52 Regained
54 Roman 11
55 Ascetic
57 Calamitous
59 Played
60 Wiser
DOWN
1 The last but
one
2 Provided
3 Brim

4 Burden
5 Gull-like
birds
6 Dwells
7 Man's nickname
8 Sty
9 Man's name
10 Hate
11 Thick
13 Memoranda
16 Den
19 Salute
21 Pariah
24 Insects
26 Appointments
29 Assumed
name
31 Savory
33 Went in
35 Glue
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Chopped Steak ENDA!SEMI
Dinner

$ 59

PIUNT911
MRS.WALKER_ I'f7
f3ET TER WAIT WITH
YOu „ UN T L YOUR
H1.158AN17 ARRIVE5.

NOT
NECE5SARY,
CAPTAIN. HE
KNOWS IM
h. HERE.

INCLUDES

Salad Bar Fbtato
Toast and Drink'

Bel-Air Center
7-

"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape Call 7594600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
102 3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP AM, Sundays at 12:30.

Repo:sassed furniture,
all typas. Call 753-0517,
or see at 317 Irvan.

CAN EARN

+1. 1979:
(START IN SPARE TIME I

Heinz and
CHEF-BOY-AR-DEE Foods
National Corp. seeking independent
wholesale
distributor to Join us in
cashing in on the booming
automatic-merchandising industry. Nothing left to chance
YOU need no expv.ience
YOU do not sell. YOU make
money' YOU MUST be
mature and responsible. Inrestnsent as low as 22779
Write or CALL COLLECT
MR. CARTER, Gourmet
Products, 9999 Richmond
Ave., Suite 129, Houston.
Tawas,77042(713) 781-2516.
3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WISH to thank everyone
for the love and sympathy
extended
us.
To
J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home,
Bro Tommy Perkins, Bro.
Jerry
Norsworthy,
pallbearers, Kay Taylor,
soloist, Louise Short, pianist,
for the beautiful service. For
your presence, the flowers,
cards, and calls such comfort
they bring Thanks to all who
brought food, to Mount
Carmel and Blood River
Churches for the dinner,
First Baptist for use of their
fellowship hall. Thanks also
the dear people of Blood
River Church and Barble's
school friends who sat with
her at the hospital. It took
such a burden off of us
knowing someone was there
To Jay and Barbie's friends
who sat with Chris and and
Cindy. God has blessed us
With so many friends and
caring people during this
time of sorrow. May God
bless each of you Frank and
Grace Mattox, Frankie and
Jane, Chris and Cindy
Russell. The family of Jo
Ellyn Mattox Russell and
Barbie Mattox

llospostsible
cm*
sroals1 like * Imej•
lead cawtrect or teof
with optic. to bay wad
hawse, or siR
weave with Imam
preferably dos* be
towa. Repl,
f to P.O. Bea
864, Mandy, KY 41/1.
SAN MEMORY
IN MEMORY of Robert
Joesph Schindler. He passed
away December 17, 1978.
A million times I have
needed you, a million times I
have cried, if love alone
could have saved you, you
never would have gone. In
life we love you dearly, in
death we love you, still in our
heart you hold a place no one
could ever take. It broke my
heart to lose you. but you
didn't go alone. A part of me
went with you the day God
home. Sadly
you
took
missed, Renee and Laura
Schindler,
Dad,
Mom,
brothers and sister,
S. LOST & FOUND
LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 12 at
Memorial
Baptist
the
church. 753-8025.

LOST! Brown and
white britony bird dog
that answers to the
Dolly.
of
name
Reward offered for
return. 759-4054.
LOST: TWO black and tan
male Coon Hounds. Lost
from home of Daryl Hill, 3
miles tast of Almo. Call 7535464.
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old
mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face. Lost in
the va c in ity of the New
Providence area. Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 5 - 30
pm.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park
Owner may call and identify.
753-3230 or 753-8368.
6. HELP WANTED
boundieN Omit.far
TIOINOLOGISTS
ratairuoan,. Inernmeerme,
Leyekrun,and Rodman)
N5241111,/mo.
Positions in Kuttawa,taim
Qty. Lone Oak, Mayfield,
Mirray and Wickliffe.
Minimum
require:min
Bachelors degree in Orr.
Technology,
Engr.
Mechanics, or Dig, Scisseln
or Bachelors de ree
Geology, Industrial
or Design Technology; or
Associate degree in
=
ic
Tech., Industrial Drr
Design Tech, or I
Tech. plus two years of sap.
or engr tech experteoee; or
high ttoot graduate tar
equivalent) with five years d
engr or engr tech. experience
Minimum Requirements for
Instrument Man, Levelrnan
Rodman and Chairman'
High School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement
From 475.00 to 710.00 monthly
Excellent fringe benefits
Contact the Bureau of Highways' District Office, Kentucky Dam Road. at Reidland
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/11
ATTENTION: MERRI-Mac
needs
supervisors
and
demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri.Mac is
the leader in the industry.
Experienced dealers may
qualify for Free Kit and
more!! call collect now for
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
SS&8881 or write Merri-Mac,
801 Jackson, Dubuque, IA
52001.
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately!
Work
at
home . no
experience
necessary. excellent
pay.
Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FULL OR part time, help
needed for nights and
weekends. Apply in person to
P.N. Hirsch
and
Co.,
Olympic Plaza, Murray, KY.
FULL
TIME
waitress
wanted, Lynn Grove Cafe,
apply in person.

Immediate Opealiags
SEASONAL
ENGINEERING
NELPERS
S4157/mo.
Vacancies
at
Murray,
Wickliffe,
Kutta wa,
Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reidland.
An
equal
opinty
employes-

M

MAINTENANCE MAN, bel
or part time, days. Apply et
Regale Inn.
NOW TAKING appiicats
for waitresses, day Met
apply In person only Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
NEED
EXPERIENCED
body man. Call 753719 or
753-7603. Good pay.
PADUCAH SUN looking for
carrier for motor route In
Murray area If interest
Call The Paducah Sun. 443
1771 and ask for tht Cir
culation departiiient.

-
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HELP WANTED for new
drive in restaurant, all ap
plicants will be considered
regardless of age, sex, or
handicap Apply at Bob's
Drive In, 810 Chestnut St.
LADY TO work In local
plant.
Experienced
with
machinery. Send resume to
P.O. Box 221, Murray.
Kentucky.

EARN A330
PER WEEK
PART-TIME
If you have $4,990
to invest and a sincere desire to earn
extra income, you
can qualify for a
GARDEN CENTERS
distributorship. We
secure all locations
for you in high traffic retail outlets
such as; Supermarkets, Drug Stores,
Discount Stores, etc.
No selling required,
just restock your
inventory and collect money. Your
•-, investment is secured by inventory
and equipment. For
an opportunity to
participate in a Billion Dollar industry.
CALL NOW,
TOLL FREE,
PHONES ARE
STAFFED 24 HOURS

1-800-821-2280
Ask for ext. 1016
PART TIME receptionist
Apply in person at 201 N 5th,
Dr. R.H. Stout.
TRUCK DRIVER. Full time
driver for two ton delivery
truck. Most helpful if knows
county well. Permanent job.
Call 753-2321.
WAITRESS WANTED at
Gallimore's Restaurant. Call
492-9785
WANTED: RETIRED or
semi-retired person to do
pickup and delivery. Hours
should be flexible. Write in
own handwriting to P.O. Box
32C, Murray, KY 42071.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus
dividends,
prefer
working partner. Reply to
P.O. Box 32 B.
12. INSURANCE

ARTICLES FOR SALE
12 INCH COLOR
t.v.,
Raliegh 3 speed bicycle. Call
753-7349.
MOVING IN 2 weeks, must
sell
following:
Early
American couch, wing chair,
rocker, end tables, utility
tables, boys 10 speed 26 inch
Schwinn bike. 753-9453
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
APPLIANCES,
REFRIGERATOR, freezer,
range and clothes dryer 4892498 after 5 call 489 2483

27. MOB. NOME SALES

43. REAL ESTATE

1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home, 12' X 65', 2 bedroom, 2
baths, central heat and air,
$4800 753-4891.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 147 bath, central
heat and air, partially furnished, all apeliances including dishwasher, 10' X 11'
storage shed, underpinned,
loc.fed at Riveria Trailer
Courts. Call 1-345.2799 after 5
pm.

•Prolesmona I Services
With The Ines*,Touch'•

MX 14'z7W Midis Home
:bedroom
Soperaladining room
conleolbeed arid sir
bye/Wow
lib el cabinet.
big anis
mustsal giddy

lied Fereitire
Appliances
ilsed T.T.'s

lied

Nodile & Son, Inc.

759-4093

218 5e.
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
COUCH AND 2 chairs, 3 end underpinning, roots sealed,
tables, one coffee table, and 3 patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
lamps. 753-3645.
753-1873 after 6 pm.
40 INCH FRIGIDARE range,
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
$70. Call 753-5554.
BEDROOM, furnished, all
TWO PIECE matching couch electric. Call 489-2590 after
and chair, excellent con- 5:30 pm.
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
1973 14' X 60' MOBILE
Call 753-8170.
HOME, all electric, 2
18. SEWING MACHINES
bedroom, fully carpeted, in
FOR SALE: Used Singer good condition, call after 5
sewing machine, zigzag, and pm, 1 247 7928
all regular attachments, full.
20. MOB.HOME RENTS
cash price, $39.95, sews
NICE
2
perfect, fully guarenteed. FURNISHED
Call Martha Hopper, 354- bedroom, all electric, central
heat, washer and dryer,
6521.
large lot. Call 753-4091.
19. FARM EQUIP.
SPACES AND homes for
990 CASE DAVID Brown families only apply at Fox
tractor, three 16 inch plows, Meadows office, South 16th
10 foot disc, also 8 row AC Street, 10 am to 6 pm.
planter. 753.3107 days, 75329. HEATING & COOLING
5124 nights.
1971
FORD 5000 farm EARLY MORNING gas
tractor. Good condition. Call stove with blower. Call 436I 2289.
436-2739 after 5 pm.
7 FOOT TUFLINE pickup 30. BUS. RENTALS
with
SPAGE
disc, excellent! Contact OFFICE
air.
Howard Brandon, 753-4389 or electric heat and
Bookkeeping and answering
753-5960.
140
INTERNATIONAL service on premises if
tractor with plowi disc and desired. Call 753-0605.
cultivator. 753-64/2 after 4 SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
pm.
7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row campus has building for rent.
planter and 400 gallon 12 row Equipped with gas heat and
boom spray, trailer type air conditioning. Call 753.3019
after 5 pm.
Call 753.1358 after 5 pm.
JOHN DEERE A, needs 32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR
RENT: Furnished
some work,S200.753-0760
235 MASSEY FERGUSON apartment, $75 per month.
753-8333.
Call
tractor, 1976 with 500 hours,
three 12 inch plows, 8 foot FURNISHED APART
MENT, 209 S 15th St. Couples
disc. Call 345-2189.
1974
135
MASSEY only. 753.5683.
FERGUSON with 4 piece NICE. FURNISHED one
equipment, 8 row spray, 4 bedroom apartment, single
row John Deere planter. 753- only. Inquire at 100 south 13th
7787.
TWO
bedroom
SMALL FARMALL Cub NEW
tractor and all equipment for townhouse apartment. All
range,
sale. Good condition. Call carpeted,
dishwasher,
refrigerator,
753-8767 on Saturdays.
disposal, washer and dryer
22. MUSICAL
hook up, central heat and air.
WURLITZER PIANO, 7 Call 753-7550.
months old, excellent con
dition, just like new, must NICE, ONE bedroom fursell. Call 753-9702 or 753-1237 nished apartment, suitable
for one person or married
after 6.
couple, $75 deposit, $125 per
23. EXTERMINATING
month. No pets. Call 753.4808.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
for rent. $100 per month,
water
furnished, Lynn
Grove. 753.7874.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom, 2/
1
2
bath, $250 per month: Call
753-8333.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
unfurnished house. Call 7532757.

St.

19,
9 Unitom

""THOSE LITTLE THINGS THEY
CARRY ARE'WORRY BAGS! THEY
CARRY 'THEIR WORRIES HOME AND
THEN CARRY THEM BACK TO THE
OFFICE AGAIN."
43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

A
WOW! WHAT
VALUE! Enjoy lovely
spring weather &
scenic view in this
cozy, convenient 2 Brdm., 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement or
retreat.
week-end
Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

OWNER WILL finance! 3400
square feet multi-purpose
building on heavily traveled
highway.. economical heat
pump, security system. A
good investment for the right
person with the right idea!
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753.1192.

SOVth 1 7t h at Sy camone
TELEPHONE 7511661

Special Of

We offer' you an excellent building lot at
802 North 17th. Would
be ideal place for rental property or build
your own home on the
75-x224' lot for only
93,600.00.
ammosienealiemomumm.

"MI

Ink

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

FOR
SALE
or
lease:
warehouse
located
on
Railroad
Avenue.
Approximately 1200 square
feet floor space, has office
and bathroom, ali on fenced
in lot. 753-8500.

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

4 lots (100' x 375' ea.)
on 641 South. Only
short distance from
city limits. Maybe purchased as one tract or
individually.
Commercial or building
sites, would be ideal
for trailer court. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

TEE G000 LIFE
Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three
bedrooms, 142 baths,
living room with large
woodburning fireplace, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop
road. You must see the
inside to appreciate
this
bargain for
$59,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1272,

The Week
Price bowed
Owner Transferred

Very nice 3 bedroom
brick in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
county.
the
in
Beautiful corner lot,
wooded located at
Hwy. 299 and Poor
Farm Rd. Lying room,
kitchen dining area,
dishwasher,
stove,
new Fisherwood Burning stove, low electric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile & marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and-field tile, new
water tank, plastic unhouse. Only
der
$37,000. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors,
759-1707.
The Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors

49. USED CARS
1973 CADILLAC FOR sale
Phone 753-1551.
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner.(901) 642 6742
FOR SALE 1970 Chevrolet
Caprice, good
condition,
$750. Call 753-8333.
FOR SALE: 1972 Torino, 4
door, has good gas mileage,
air conditioning, power
steering, $1200 492-8224 or
753.3241.
1972 FORD TORINO, red
with black vinyl top, black
interior, VS, power, air, good
condition, $675 or best offer
Call 753-8560.
IVO Olds billo 88 Crime, 4
doer, hardtop, power soots
and limits, it whoa, AM/FM
storms, sae sepoor, In incoliont ossifies. Cal 7339977 or 733-2414.
GAS SAVER, 1971 Toyota
Corona for sale. 753-6100.
CUTLASS
1974
OLDS
stationwagon,
Supreme
automatic, air, cruise AM
FM radio, radial tires 4365610.
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
stereo,
air,
AM-FM
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
53595. 753.1499 after 5 pm.
PLYMOUTH
1968
air
SATELLITE,
conditioning, good engine, $550
or best offer. 753-5426.
FOR SALE: 1977 Mustang, 3
door, 2 plus 2 HT, 4 cylinder,
4 speed, power steering ekd
brakes, AM-FM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels,
exterior accent, 36,000 miles,
$2800. Phone 753-7774 after
4730.
1977 FIAT X19, 25 to 35 mpg
loaded with extras, 1500
miles, convertible hard top.
Call 753.3052

$3. SERVICES OFFERED
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753.5827
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE
to
do
remodeling, etc. Cali for
estimates, 753.6122 or 4928465 after 4 pm.
CUSTOM GRADING and
driveway work. 753.6244.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 733-2310 for
your
tree estimates for
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also do grading
and backhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 753-4545 or 753
6763.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
building:
custom
wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. 1.(9011-642 85.44.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky -Tennessee
Insulation, R 1.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 4354527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
INCOME TAXES prepared.
Jerry Burkeen bookkeeping
and tax service, Railroad
Ave., Murray. 753-4636 or 753
3996.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating. 753.
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. -

t405fitsie
.4"--1.
111
.
4414

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

LIKE
Spread en stockpiled.
Cal dien Sendriek at
4311-Z127.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382-2791 days.
ROOFING,
FLAT
or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience Call 435-4173.
ROOFING,
EXCELLENT
call
references,
753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and
air
conditioning,
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211.
WILL PREPARE your 1978
income tax returns in my
home. 753 6828.
WILL
BABYSIT Monday
through Friday,from 6 am to
5 pm Call after 5, 753 8659,
ask for Teresa

PARIS ROOFING
CO., INC.

Call (901) 642-8545 for
fast, professional built
up roofing specialists.
Free estimates. Call
today to end leaking
roofs.
WILL HAUL "ock, lime and
Sand for driveways. Call
Jewell Jones, 489-2557 or 489
2763.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home,afternoons. 753-1394.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Bo1P 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1442-7026.
$5. FEED & SEED
SOYBEAN SEED for sale,
certified essix, registered
essix, and registered union.
See Bobby Mitchell or call
753 2318
56. FREE COLUMN
CALICO CAT, 1 year old,
female, spayed, will make
good housepet. 753-0256. Call
after 12.30.
57. WANTED
ROOMMATE
WANTED,
furnished house, 5 miles
from Murray. $50 per month
Single males only Call after
5 pm,759-1883.

1972 PLYMOUTH 4-DOOR
Grand Fury, power, air, and NEED FIREWOOD? Order
cruise. Local, one owner car. now all oak- S25-rick. Call
$675. Call 436-2427.
John Boyer a/753 8534.
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed,
sport design, front wheel
drive, 33,000 miles, in ex
Southside Court S.:wore
759-1707
cellent condition, $3150. Call
Murray, Ifentycky
753-2316 after 5 pm.
1973 VW SUPER Beetle, good
condition, call after 5 pm,
Ainley Auction
498-8295.
MOBILE NONE
434-2415
Realty Sales
WANT TO buy, 1972 Malibu,
11111111ANCE
Alarm
COI Aram INUIT
any condition for $200. 753
See
Auctioneer Realtor
7675.
NICE SMALL home near the
Appraiser
Wayne Wises at
SO USED TRUCKS
Ph 901479.2986 479.3713
University on North 18th
302 N. 12th Et.
South Fulton Tenn
1978 AND 1974 FORD pickups
Street. Ideal for starter home
for sale, 753-8500.
or empty nest couple. Two
Sr Call 7U-32113
bedrooms, obestes siding. A
BOYD-11 IT
1974
CHEVROLET
FOR
SALE
45.
FARMS
little clean up and fix-up for
FLEETSIDE pickup, 350 CC
14. WANT TO BUY
REAL ESTATE
,
FOR SALE by owner,56 acre engine, ''s ton. Browning CB.
real enjoyment. $26,750 By
TRAILER AND lot close to
farm, 3 bedroom house, large Twin Hustler antenna, white
753-8080
appointment only. Fenced
East Elementary. Call 4436.
garage,$60,000. Call 436-2140. tarp with body snaps covers
backyard. John C Neubauer,
5830.
34. RENT OR LEASE
phone
Professional Services
1t11--Sycamore Street,
FOR SALE 80 acre farm
bed. Call 753-3875.
to 507 Whitnell
WANT
TO
buy...Coins, 24. MISCELLANEOUS
With The Fnendly Town
753.0101. Oatman Farley, 753
close to Johnathon Creek in 1976 CJ -5 RENEGADE,
paying $4.50 for each dollar FIREWOOD FOR sale. Call
9775
the northeast section of the power steering. V8, 3 speed,
THRIVING BUSINES- county. This farm has good lock in hubs. Levi top and
We'll be waiting from 2-5 pm. to show you this
of silver coins dated 1964 and 753-8170.
Mini
back. Call (901) 642-6712.
sharp 3 bedroom home near shopping. Make this
S. . . INCLUDED IN- development potential. interior, big tires and wheels,
FOR SALE: Kentucky long
Warehouse
Asking
price $500 per acre. 27,000 miles. Cali 489 2434
rifle kit, complete and with
your first stop on that Sunday Drive
VENTORY. GrocerieFor more information call after 5 pm.
Storage Space
wood working tools. Priced
For Selo: .
s,
gasoline,
753.3347
or
notions
753-0342.
to sell. Call 753-4862 after 5
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
For Rent
Offered by
46. HOMES FOR SALE
also restaurant equipTractor, LH 1066, dual
pm.
V8, straight shift. Call 436
253-4758
BY
OWNER
after 4 pm.
3
bedroom,
2
2403
wheels, 545 hours,
FIREWOOD FOR
sale,
ment included. Call us
bath, office or sewing room, 1973 CHEVROLET VAN,
hickory and oak, $17.20 and
1973; Disk Harrow,
about additional inbuilt in appliances, close to new
up. Cutting near New Con- 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
carpet
inside
Bushhog, 18 ft. 1976;
lake. Call 753-4501 after 3 pm. throughout, AM-FM and tape
formation on this excord. 437.4228.
GOOD
hay,
$1.75
BALES
200
Plow, Ili, 5 furrow,
LOVE AT
FOR SALE by owner: 1635 player,$2650. Call 753-4445.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $I per bale Contact Howard
cellent business opCatalina, 3 bedroom brick 1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
face for all silver coins dated Brandon, 753.4389 or 753.5960
1976; Plow, Ford, 4
FIRST SITE
portunity.
Boyd
home with carport, 2 baths, automatic, power and a
up through 1964. More for
furrow, 1976; Plow,
HAY, 4,000 BALES, Grass.
Majors Real Estate,
new carpet throughout, has tool box, auxiliary gas tank,
love
in
fall
you'll
Yes,
large amounts
1965-69
$1. Louisville area
Chisel, 1977; Mower,
economical central gas heavy duty springs, six ply
Kennedy halts,65 cents each. Legume,
105 N. 12th St.
when you see this new
944.9401.
heating, large fenced in tires, 52150.489-2595.
For pickup call Cooley in (812) 944-8780 or
Bushhog, 7 Ft., 1976;
Canterbury
listing
in
bales
of
ROUND
LARGE
backyard, double car drive.
Paris,(901)642.5118.
CHEVROLET
Disk, Rome, Bush and
loaded on your
hay
good
Shown
only by appointment. 1975
home
This
Estates.
progress
invest
PATH OF
ONE,
12'
X
40'
OFFICE
SILVARADO pickup, power
Call 247.2889.
Bog, 12 ft., 1975; Disk,
truck.
Call
753-33
,
47
or
753-0342.
1200 Sycamore
progressof
the
"path
in
bedrooms,
building, portable, delivered
features 3
steering, brakes and air 753
Burch, 14 ft., 1976;
1
2 wooded 0766 after 4 pm
advise the experts. This HOUSE AND 4/
anywhere. Call 1.442.1354, LARGE ROUND bales of
car
2
baths,
2%
Sid
bibs
733-6079
Amos McCarty 7S3 2249
good hay loaded on your
acreage is iuSt south of acres, 6 miles east of 1974
Paducah.
Cultivator, TL, 4 row;
CHEVY PICKUP, step
garage, redwood deck,
truck. Call 247-2889.
Brenda Jones 753-1221
Glenda Smith 753-1499
Murray and loins prestigious Murray $23,000. Call (502)
SIX
WHEEL
ATV
land
or
short
wheel base,
Cultipacker, 16 ft.,
Professional 639 6421 collect, after 5:30 side,
subdivision
concrete
covered
TWELVE HERD white face
Jody Johnstoe 437-4444
Heim Spann 753-8579
sea. 4294570.
wheels, roll bar, fog lights,
1976; Sprayer,500 gal.,
plat available. Dial Loretta Pm.
cattle, 6 cows, 4 hefers, 1
Loretta Jobs 753-6079
patio, and cedar fenAM
less Sperlock 753-9734
FM
stereo,
sharp. $2250
26. TV-RADIO
Jobs Realtors at 753 1492 or PRIVACY, YET only 15 753 0824.
year old, 1 small calf, and 1
1976; Drill, Ford, 4
ced rear yard for
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150. male 8 months old. Call 436Glenda :Smith at 753 1499 minutes from Murray or
row, 1976; Wagon, Phone 767-3864.
FORD
RANGER
Offered by Loretta Jobs lake, is this 3 or 4 bedroom 1978
privacy. Don't buy un5844
Explorer, 13,000 miles, 753grain, 1977; Drill
Realtors.
P ION ER AM-FM cassette 33. PETS-SUPPLIES.
brick and natural wood tri
til you have seen this
9457.
level home. Includes 3 acres,
Monitor, Dickey John, car radio with graphic AKC COCKERS,8 weeks old.
one. Priced at $62,500.
Ft
50,
POWER
central heat and air, heat 1976
Truck, equalizer and two tri axle Call 753-8165 after 6 pm
1978;
Kop753-1222,
Phone
speakers. Call 753-3134.
pump, fireplace and balcony STEERING and brakes. I
2-ton, TAKE UP payment
Chevrolet,
LABADOR Retriever
AKC
wheel
drive,
white
spoke
overlooking
rolling
hills
of only
perud Realty.
puppies, black and yellow,
wheels and wide tires, AM.
1973, $15 a month on this 19
grain,
Priced in mid 560's. Call 436
inch
Davis,
527
shots,
Joe
R.
FMtape, brush gaurd, fog
2343.
color t.v. under warranty. J had
overhauled in 1978.
OWNER WILL sell or trade!
9279.
& B Music, 753-7575.
THREE BEDROOM brick lights and cab lights, 30,000
Has commercial building
Call 753-3720 or see et
MINATURE
AKC
house, family room, 2 full miles, short wheel base. 47427. MOB. HOME SALES
Eqeipasent
puppies, that is already rented. Just
Dachshund
Purchase
baths, near University. 753- 2384
1974 ACADEMY MOBILE Champion bloodlines, red invest today and reap reward
1967
FORD
LWB, V8,
5791 or 753-2649.
Co., East Mein St.
home, 12' X 60', excellent males, red females, black tomorrow. Call 753-1492 or
standard, cover, good body,
753.1199,, offered by Loretta
47. MOTORCYCLES
condition. Phone 753-6170.
"Cents-Able"
and tan females. $75 each. No
It's
needs motor work, $750 436Jobs Realtors.
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call 5610
checks please. 527-9700 after
To Buy Instead
753.8019.
pm.
1969 FORD RANCHERO,
Somelhilep Somali Executive
Of Rent
1977 HONDA 750K model $1150. See at 1105 Sycamore
AKC REGISTERED 3 year
Gateshorsigh.
Eery
a
hem
motorcycle
with
Equipped
Boxer,
female
old
St.
Call today for an apvetter wind jammer three
isohirm Wok latercosi,
housebroke, and good with
pointment to see this
At Burger Queen
fairing. saddle bags, and 51. CAMPERS
berglot slam pas grill, largo
children. 4354481.
NEW
A NE
luggage compartment. FREE!
neat 2-bedroom home
firoplocs, and lam morel
COCKER PUPS,6 weeks old,
automatic awning on all
Now under new ownership and management.
Phone 753.2814 or 767-4256.
University.
AKC registered, black and
yes'I Mho additional inthe
near
Starcraft travel trailers and
49. USED CARS
An Equal Opportunity Employer
buff colored, $75 each 753.
ferinstioa shoot this beefy 3
5th Wheels. Sold through
Home is heated with
0662.
ELECTRA
1975
BUICK
March 31st White's Camper
cell
es.
1
2 bath hen. lint
N 2/
economical gas heat
custom, low mileage, air, Sales located 4 miles east of
BLOODED Irish
FULL
It's venni is we coo look at
range
includes
power
Call
753
4563,
8
am
to
and
Setter puppies for sale. 759.
Murray on Highway 94. 75./It aoytiinc Off•red at
5 pm, after 5, 436 5613
4605.
refrigerator.
0605.
and
149,9110.
Hardtop,
1972
BUICK,
4
door
GREAT DANE puppies, $
52. BOATS & MOTORS
only
at
Priced
radio, tape, C.B., body in
weeks old, males. 750.0281.
JON Smith, Psalter
12 FOOT ALUMINUM boat,
$15,900 00 Don't miss
excellent
condition.
$750.00
FRENCH
REGISTERED
motor and trailer. $300 Also
753-6803 after 5 pm.
an opportunity like
Poodle puppies, $75 each.
dodge station wagon, $200
Call 753 $333
this to turn that mon- 1977 BLACK T:BIRD, low Call 436 2294.
mileage, great condition,
,i1 4 1+; •
tli llnpr
.t:I
I
1962 OWENS CRUISER, 23
thly rent into equity. extra
41. PUBLIC SALES
clean, wire hub caps,
foot, 150 Men cruise 474 2788.
;in.! P 1
'St lira! balanre and tl) relltlee phy
Phone KOPPERUD
tilt wheel AM FM Call 753
53. SERVICESOFFERED
4178. ,
REALM'.753-1272.
Chester's Auction Ser1113-7411
1973 CHARGER, 78,500 BYARS BROTHERS & Sonvice new listing for
'ert Ifleri tiny h for I .
sine tor I I, `II
miles, body, engine good, General home remodeling,
spring suction. Call
5700 Call 767 6102 after 5 pm. framing, aluminum siding,
1972 CHEVELLE, 2 DOOR, gutters, and roofing. Call 1
435-4178, Lyle, Greve.
red with black vinyl top, 395-4967 or 1.362 4895.
of
esOver 33 years
CONCRETE
&
BLOCK
$1200 or best offer. 753-0581.
Block garages,
perieece.
1974 CHEVY'2 TON pickup. WORK
basements, driveway
759 4605
Every borne, business or industry has need for our
walks, patios, steps, frfte
43. REAL ESTATE
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME,3 estimates 753 5476.
products. Can you imagine yourself distributing a
way power, 350 engine, 753reC4
Li AN
n7l4NG, at
C
NICELY WOODED five acre
5859
series of units that can save 10% tI3 30% and over in
reasonable rates. Prompt
homealtes
Walnut Street
located
on
1974 CAMARO, POWER, air,
These are fast selling
bill?
electric
power
the
and efficient service Custom
blacktop road near lake Any
Closed All Day Wed.
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
brakes, good gas nmileage,
aCARPETCarpet Care
of these attractively priced
Products in a field that isn't saturated The earning
350 with barrell, ST295. Call
properties can be bought
CAN'T GET those small jobs
tell
eager
to
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
are
Customers
Monday-Fridayji30-Noon
potential
is
unlimited
437
4371
after
4
pm
with a low down payment
around the house or mobile
"Ouolity That
Please"
MCI MASI S1.25
and the balance financed
FOR 'SALE. 1970 Bukk 6their friends and acquaintances.excellent badness
MKT NAM CUT 51.50
S.; home done? Carpentry,
over
an
350,
factory
extended
maps,
pertml
and
new
painting:- plumbing,
612 5. 9th
753-368.5 ass dm Is
hospital Maw pile please
ChOGLMALCA.14.140WitiAlYST
FREE
7
)14'
_
John C. • Nettbeuer;•Reettor,'evrehere-t Iresr900O-Ef8aP1111d-3Aire-MOW-1161111r-frattlIS,
-Ism. Maury Polak Swam.
1/11011,11:111-111N,Operator 495 for quick reel-Y.
1111 Sycamore St., 753.0101,
good mechanically 153 7763
small concrete jobs Call 436
753 7531
days, 753 655.4 nights
2562 after 5 Pm

I

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
753-4451

TRIPP WILLIAMS
REAL ESTATE
AND APPRAISALS I

OPEN HOUSE

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

C.O.D.
(Come On Down!)

753-1492

Steve
Simmons
licensed Electrician

Household
Electrical
Problems?

HELP WANTED

None too small.

Phone:753-9403

Touch For
Health

vet-

0

I or

tor
im
ited
443.
Cir

Place:
Murray Chiropractor Clinic
753-5160

NONNBUOILE BARBER SNOP

OUTSTANDING DISTRIBUTORSHIP
OPPORTUNITY

Everything you always wanted to
know about remodeling your
bathroom, but never had the time to
figure out. Why not let us.. that's our
business.
Come by..

Thornton Tile
& Marble
Will

753-5719
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Seventh & Poplar
Church Speaker To
Be John Dale

Memorial Church
To Hear Dr. White
The Memorial Baptist
Church, 10th and Main
Streets, will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
March 4, at 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. with the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, as the
speaker.
His morning subject will be
"Beautiful Garden Sold For
Sin" with scnpture from Gen.
2:8-3;24;Rev. 22:1-5. The
ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
evening service and the pastor
will speak on "The New
Passover" with scripture
from I Cor. 5:6-8.
Starkie colson, deacon of the
week, will assist in the service. The Children's Sermon
will be given prior to the
special music by the sanctuary choir, directed by
with
Wilkins
Tommy
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist,
at the morning service.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at6 p.m. on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be June Cottrell, Wennie
Gould, and Susan Perrin.

Methodist Church
Services Planned
The First United Methodist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., speak on the
subject, "bread or BREAD,"
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
March 4. The celebration of
Holy Communion will also be
held.
At the early service Penny
Wilson will sing a solo, "Love
Was When." The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Bea Farrell as
organist, will sing the anthem,
"Lord Thou Hast Searched Me
Out," at the later service.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m., and United Methodist
Youth Fellowship Groups will
meet at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.
The Rev. Dr. Mischke will
begin the study of the book of
Revelation at 5:30 p.m. on
Sunday at the church.

John Dale will be the
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, March 4,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
"Seven Steps to a Better
Marriage" with scripture
from Ephesians 5:21-25 will be
the morning topic, and "The
Lonely Ones" with scripture
from Psalm 121 will be the
evening topic.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Ed West, Jamie Potts, Gary
Rowland, Earl Nanny, Mark
Manners, Paul Ragsdale,
Noah Wheatley, Mike Perry,
Ed A. Thomas, and Terry
McDougal.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Joe Thornton,
Jim Ragsdale, Dale Chadwick, Hine Suiter, and Gary
Lamb. Bernice Wilferd and
Don Wright will serve on the
Extension Department, and
Marsha Turner will be the
teen nursery helper.
Serving the audience for
The Lord's Supper during
March will be Kenny Hoover,
Terry
Olree,
Charles
McDougal, Mike Brannack,
Phil Cannon, Eddie Rogers,
Bob Miller, Forest Boyd, Rod
Chatman, Charles Lamb,
Stafford Curd, and Jon T.
Carpenter.
Nursery attendants for the
month will be Rebecca Clark,
Milly Ward, Janice Nix,
Peggy Hendon, Karen Bolls,
Sharon, Connie, and Karen
Shultz, Carrie Spurlock, Linda
Pugh,and Ann Parker.
Steve J. Simmons, Rick
Spann, Lorin Watson, and Jim
Spurlock will serve as bus
drivers for March.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.

Talmadge Jones, minister
at Eddyville prison, will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m.and 6
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, March 4, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W. H. Brooks,
Richard Smith, Jace Wilson,
Cliff Cochran, Tommy Reid.
and Charles Smothermon.
Keith Hays, Larry Wright,
Terry Smith, Darrell Dycus,
Chuck Wilson, Tim Feltner,
Jimmy West, Jeff Berkley,
and J. H. Nix, will serve The
Lord's Supper.
Nursery supervisors will be
Kate Eldridge, Ann Brooks,
anfd Julie Gargus.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday.

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
the
pastor
of
First
Presbyterian Church, will
speak on the subject, "Not By
Bread Alone..." at the 10:45
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, March 4, at the
church. His scripture reading
will be from Luke 4:1-11.
Lisa Slater will direct the
choir with Steve Clark as
organist.
Ushers serving on Sunday
will be Frank Kodman, Gary
Marquardt, A. G. Wilson, and
Kevin Geurin.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
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Highway 647
South, Murray

The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor of the Grace Baptist
Church, will speak at the 10:45
a m. and 5 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, March 4.
Directing the singing will be
Dan Billmgton with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as
superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Faye Tefft, Don Tefft, Freda
Jones, Terry Downey, and
Bonnie Hale.
The regular business
meeting of the church will be
held on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
Ricky Smith will be the song
leader.

Whittaker, as the speaker.
The morning sermon subject will be "Three Faces"
with scripture from Mark 9:213, and the evening subject
will be "Strategy For A Strong
Christian" with scripture
from Jude 17-23.
Stanford Andrus, deacon of
the week, and Randy Sorrow,
minister of youth, will assist in
the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will direct the Church
Choir in special music at the
morning service and the
Ladies Choir at the evening
service. Mrs. Judy Henry will
be morning soloist, and Mr.
Halley will be evening soloist.
Mrs. Joan Bowker will be the
organist and Mrs. Allene

Butch
rurnbow, Mrs. James Yates,
Mrs. Bill Marcum, Mrs.
Vaughn Vandegrift, Mrs.
Tommy Walker, Mrs. Bill
Settle, Mrs. Richard Henninger, and Miss Carol
Beaman.
BALDNESS
—
iA.P)
ATLANTA
Prolonged use of hair dyes can
lead to permanent baldness,
warns Algie Brown, El widely
Known authority on hair
problems.
Brown, an Atlanta dermatologist, reported recently
on the cases of 25 patients —
primarily women — who had
experienced permanent hair
loss due to prolonged use of
hair dyes.

Art Scholarships To Be Given
Art scholarships amounting
to 61,500 will be awarded to

Incoming

freshman

art

Episcopal Church
Plans Communion
St. John's Episcopal Church
will celebrate Holy Communion on Sunday, March 4,
at 9:45 a.m. service with the
vicar, the Rev. Stephen
Davenport,as the celebrant.
Acolytes serving will be
Samir Mahfond, Gus Moore,
and Samar Mahfoud. Lay
readers will be Frank
Blodgett and Claudia Moore.
Missy George and Margy
Burchfield will be ushers.
Church School and Adult
Class will be at 11 a.m. on
Sunday.

majors

at Murray State
University for the 197940
school year.
A high school student who

pians to enroll as an art major
at Murray State in the fall
may submit a photographic
portfolio to the Department of
Art on the campus no later
than April 20 in order to be
considered for one of several
scholarship awards.
A total of $650 of the
available scholarship money
comes from the Clara M.
Eagle Art Scholarship fund
created in 1976 in honor of the
retired chairman of the
Department of Art. The
remainder is generated
through the department.
Applicants must submit a
portfolio of no fewer than
seven nor more than 10 quality

two-inch by two-inch color
slides or color photographs of
their work. AU slides and
photographs must indicate the
artist's name, medium used,
and size of the work.
A faculty committee will
judge the entries on the basis
of demonstrated artistic
excellence in two and threedimensional media.
Portfolios may be mailed in
a reuseable package, prepaid
for return mailing, or hand
delivered to the Department
of Art on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Mail should be addressed
to: Art Scholarship Chairman,
Department of Art, Murray
State University, Murray,
Ky., 42071
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OUR LARGEST
AFTER INVENTORY SALE
EVER!

Catholic Church To
Hold Services And
Events During Week

Talmadge Jones To
Speak At Services

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Services At First Baptist Church
Rev. R. J. Burpoe Regular
Regular worship services Knight will be pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:34)
will be held Sunday, March 4,
To Speak At Grace at 10:45 a.m.and 7 p.m. at the a.m. and Church Training at6
First Baptist Church, with the p.m. on Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday
pstor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
On
Baptist
will be Mr. and Mrs.

"Reparation and Covenant"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Martin
Mattingly at the services at
6:30 p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
March 4, at St. Leo's Catholic
Church. His gospel reading
will be fronrMark 1:12-15.
Church School for grades 1
to 12 and Adult Class will be at
9:30 a.m. on Sunday. Nursery
for 2 to 6 year olds will be at 11
a.m. Sunday. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served after
the 8 and 11 a.m. masses.
Activities for the week include the Newman Club at
5:30 p.m. and Pre-Cana Class
at 7 p.m., both on Sunday:
Women's Guild spring salad
luncheon at noon on Tuesday;
Prayer Group and Parish
Council, both at 7 p.m.
Wednesday; and Legion of
Mary at 1:30 p.m. Thursday.

ft

a

Christian Church
To Hear English
Actor On Sunday
The First Christian Church
will hear Paul Meier, English
actor, present "A. D. 65" at
the services at 10:35 a.m. on
Sunday, March 4.
be the
Gary Martin
worship leader
Tracey
Roos as
Eldredge arid-, and Mrs.
candle ligh
Helen Bennett and Mrs. Terry
Hart as greeters.
The choir director will be
Margaret Porter with Kathy
Burchfield as organist.
Elders serving will be Dr.
William F. Smith, Jr., and Dr.
Woodfin Hutson. Serving as
deacons and deaconess will be
Collins,
Dave
Elmer
Eldredge, Mrs Bailey gore,
Norman Hale, and Leon
Smith.
Faye Austin will be in
charge of the nursery.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Vespers with Jeff
Koch in charge will be at 6
.M , both on Sunday.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE
RICHLAND, Wash.(AP)
A recent Department of
Energy study indicates that
incorporating radioactive
wastes into glass may offer a
promising line of defense
against accidental spread of
radioactive material from
.waste sites.

•

421

20 TO
50%
OFF

NTER1ORS

TENTH &CHESTNUT

753-1474

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2677

